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The California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL FIRE) serves as the lead agency
in the review of Timber Harvesting Plans. These plans are submitted to CAL FIRE, which directs a
multidisciplinary review team of specialists from other governmental agencies to ensure
compliance with environmental laws and regulations. As a part of this review process, CAL FIRE
accepted and responded to comments, which addressed significant environmental points raised
during the evaluation of the plan referenced above. This document is the Director's official
response to those significant environmental points, which specifically address this Timber
Harvesting Plan. Comments, which were made on like topics, have been grouped together and
addressed in a single response. Remarks concerning the validity of the review process for timber
operations, questions of law, or topics and concerns so remote or speculative that they could not
be reasonably assessed or related to the outcome of a timber harvesting operation, have not been
addressed.

Sincerely,

James Strong
Forester II, Forest Practice
RPF #2689
cc:

RPF, Unit, File; Timber Owner, Timberland Owner and/or Submitter
CP, CDFW, DPR, & RWB
through https://caltreesplans.resources.ca.gov/caltrees/caltrees.aspx
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PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
To inform the public of this proposed Timber Harvesting Plan (THP) and determine if there were
any concerns with the plan the following actions were taken:
• Notification of the receipt of a timber harvesting plan was sent to the adjacent landowner(s).
• Notice of the receipt of the plan was submitted to the county clerk for posting with other
environmental notices.
• Notice of the plan was posted at the Department's local office and also at the regional office
in Santa Rosa.
• Notice of the receipt of the THP was sent to those organizations and individuals on the
Department's list for notification of plans in the county.
• A “Notice of the Intent to Harvest Timber” was posted near the plan site.

THP REVIEW PROCESS
The laws and regulations that govern the Timber Harvesting Plan review process are found in
Statute law in the form of the Forest Practice Act which is contained in the Public Resources Code
(PRC) and Administrative law in the rules of the Board of Forestry and Fire Protection (the Forest
Practice Rules) which are contained in the California Code of Regulations (CCR).
The Forest Practice Rules are lengthy in scope and detail and provide explicit instructions for
permissible and prohibited actions that govern the conduct of timber operations in the field. The
major categories covered by the rules include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Timber Harvesting Plan contents and the Timber Harvesting Plan review process
Silvicultural methods
Harvesting practices and erosion control
Site preparation
Watercourse and lake protection
Hazard reduction
Fire protection
Forest insect and disease protection practices
Coastal Commission Special Treatment Areas
Use, construction and maintenance of logging roads and landings
County-specific rules

When a THP is submitted to the Department, it undergoes a multidisciplinary review consisting of
several steps. In addition to CAL FIRE, the Review Team members include representatives of the
California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW); the appropriate Regional Water Quality
Control Board (RWQCB or RWB); California Geological Survey (CGS); the Department of Parks
and Recreation (DPR); the appropriate County Planning office; and if within their jurisdiction, the
Coastal Commission (CC) (14 CCR §1037.5(a)). Once submitted the Director determines if the
plan is accurate, complete, and in proper order, and if so, files the plan (14CCR §1037). In
addition, the Review Team determines whether a Pre Harvest Inspection (PHI) is necessary, and
what areas of concern are to be examined during the inspection (14 CCR §1037.5(g)(1)).
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If the plan is accepted for filing, and a PHI is determined to be needed, a field review is conducted
to evaluate the adequacy of the THP. All agency personnel who comprise the multidisciplinary
Review Team are invited to attend the PHI as well as other experts and agency personnel whom
the Department may request. During this field review, additional mitigation and/or
recommendations may be formulated to provide greater environmental protection. These
recommendations are forwarded to the RPF along with the Review Team member’s PHI Report.
The RPF will respond to the recommendations made and forward these to the Region office and
Second Review Team Chair.
A Second Review Team meeting is held where members of the multidisciplinary Review Team
meet to review all the information in the plan, and develop a recommendation for the Director (14
CCR §1037.5(g)(2)). Prior to and/or during this meeting they examine all field inspection reports,
consider comments raised by the public, and discuss any additional recommendations or changes
needed relative to the proposed THP. These recommendations are forwarded to the RPF. If there
are additional recommendations, the RPF will respond to each recommendation, and forward their
responses to the regional office in Santa Rosa.
The representative of the Director of the Department reviews all documents associated with the
proposed THP, including all mitigation measures and plan provisions, written correspondence
from the public and other reviewing agencies, recommendations of the multidisciplinary Review
Team, and the RPF’s responses to questions and recommendations made during the review
period. Following consideration of this material, a decision is made to approve or deny a THP.
If a THP is approved, logging may commence. The THP is valid for up to five years, and may be
extended under special circumstances for a maximum of two more years, for a total of seven
years.
Prior to commencing logging operations, the Registered Professional Forester must meet with the
licensed timber operator (LTO) to discuss the THP (CCR §1035.2); a CAL FIRE representative
may attend this meeting. The Department makes periodic field inspections to check for THP and
rule compliance. The number of inspections depends upon the plan size, duration, complexity,
and the potential for adverse impacts. Inspections include but are not limited to inspections during
operations pursuant to Public Resources Code (PRC) section 4604, inspections of completed work
pursuant to PRC section 4586, erosion control monitoring as per PRC section 4585(a), and
stocking inspection as per PRC section 4588.
The contents of the THP, the Forest Practice Act, and rules, provide the criteria which CAL FIRE
inspectors use to determine compliance. While the Department cannot guarantee that there will
be no violations, it is the Department's policy to vigorously pursue the prompt and positive
enforcement of the Forest Practice Act, the Forest Practice Rules, related laws and regulations,
and environmental protection measures that apply to timber operations on non-federal land in
California. This enforcement is directed primarily at preventing forest practice violations, and
secondarily at prompt and adequate correction of violations when they occur.
The general means of enforcement of the Forest Practice Act, the rules, and other related
regulations range from the use of violation notices, which require corrective action, to criminal
proceedings through the court system. Timber operator and Registered Professional Forester
licensing action may also be pursued. Most forest practice violations are correctable and the
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Department's enforcement program assures correction. Where non-correctable violations occur,
criminal action is usually taken. Depending on the outcome of the case and the court in which the
case is heard, some sort of environmental corrective work is usually done. This is intended to
offset non-correctable adverse impacts.
Once harvesting operations are finished, a completion report must be submitted certifying that the
area meets the requirements of the rules. CAL FIRE inspects the area to verify that all aspects of
the applicable rules and regulations have been followed, including erosion control work.
Depending on the silvicultural system used, the stocking standards of the rules must be met
immediately or in certain cases within five years. A stocking report must be filed to certify that the
requirements have been met.

FOREST PRACTICE TERMS
CAL FIRE

Calif. Dept. of Forestry & Fire Protection

NCRWQCB

CCR
CDFW
CEQA
CGS
DBH/dbh
MRC
LTO

California Code of Regulations
California Department of Fish and Wildlife
California Environmental Quality Act
California Geological Survey
Diameter at Breast Height
Mendocino Redwood Company
Licensed Timber Operator

PHI
PRC
RPF
THP
WLPZ
TMDL
MSP

FPR

Forest Practice Rules

CALTREES

DPR

Department of Pesticide Regulation (same
as CDPR)
California Department of Pesticide
Regulation
Northern Spotted Owl

SOD

North Coast Regional Water Quality
Control Board
Pre-Harvest Inspection
Public Resources Code
Registered Professional Forester
Timber Harvesting Plan
Watercourse & Lake Protection Zone
Total Maximum Daily Loads
Maximum Sustained Production of High
Quality Timber Products
CAL FIRE’s publicly available online
database for harvesting permits
Sudden Oak Death

WLPZ

Watercourse and Lake Protection Zone

BA

Basal Area

CDPR
NSO

[sic] Word used verbatim as originally printed in another document. May indicate a misspelling or incorrect word usage

BACKGROUND
Timber Harvesting Plan (THP) # 1-20-00218-MEN “Russel Brook” proposes to harvest timber on
993 acres of Mendocino Redwood Company LLC (MRC) timberland using the Group Selection,
Selection, Rehabilitation, and Variable Retention silvicultural methods. The THP was received by
CAL FIRE on December 22, 2020, accepted for filing on January 29, 2021, and a Preharvest
Inspection (PHI) was conducted on February 24, 2021. Attendees on this PHI included:
• Ben Hawk, Sal Chinnici, Dave Manning, Dave Ulrich, Scott Kirkman (MRC)
• Kevin Doherty (CGS)
• Adam Hutchins (CDFW)
• Ben Harris (CAL FIRE Archeologist)
• Mitch Bosma, Mike Orme (CAL FIRE Inspector)
• Jacob Harrower (RPF)
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On February 23rd, 2021 a PHI site visit was conducted by Stacy Stanish, (CAL FIRE Senior
Environmental Scientist).
On June 15th, 2021, a focused PHI was conducted with Adam Hutchins (CDFW), Mike Orme (CAL
FIRE Inspector), Jacob Harrower (RPF), and Clint Doucette (MRC).
The Final Interagency Review (aka Second Review) occurred on August 13, 2021 which generated
thirteen recommendations. The RPF responded to these recommendations on August 27. 2021.
Another Second Review meeting occurred on September 22, 2021. The Second Review Chair
requested five revisions to the THP during the meeting. The RPF responded to those
recommendations on October 6, 2021 and the Second Review Chair accepted the revisions.
Some additional revisions were sent in by the RPF on December 15, 2021. The public comment
period then ended on December 27, 2021.
The initial deadline for the Director’s Determination Deadline (DDD) was set for January 13, 2022
per 14 CCR § 1037.4. Multiple extensions were granted extending the DDD to March 4, 2022
in order to address public comments, generate the Official Response (OR) to concerns brought up
by the public, and evaluate the Plan for final approval.

PUBLIC COMMENT SUMMARY
During the public comment period for this THP as described above, there were 544 public
comment letters received at the CAL FIRE Region Headquarters in Santa Rosa. Of the 544 public
comments, 534 of them were an identical form letter. This left 10 other public comments. These
public comments brought up concerns that are addressed in this Official Response (OR). General
concerns are grouped by subject matter and followed by the Department’s response. Original text
taken directly from the public comments, rules, reports, or the THP are presented as italicized text.
Words that are emphasized in responses have underlined font. Unique individual concerns from a
public comment letter are addressed after the general concerns immediately following that
comment along with referencing any general comment responses that may be associated with that
response. The public comments are identified with the CAL FIRE “PC” code. Additionally, one
public commentor submitted to CalTREES nearly 100 various studies, technical papers, policy
papers, reference materials and memorandums. These reference materials did not elicit an official
response as no concerns were raised. A copy of the original letters sent to the Department are
viewable through the Department’s online Forest Practice Database CalTREES.
CalTREES instructions: navigate to https://caltreesplans.resources.ca.gov/caltrees/caltrees.aspx
Click the search icon at the top of the page, then type the Plan # in the Record Number box
(county identifier not needed). Under the Document Number column, select the Plan Number for
the “Timber Harvest Plan” Type. Below the “Record Details” should be a list of attachments for the
Plan. (Note: if there are a substantial number attachments, or attachments with large file sizes, it
may take some time to load). The Public Comments are labeled under “Record Type” and are in
pdf format, usually with a “PC” label.
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SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL
GENERAL CONCERNS WITH RESPONSES
1. Tan Oak Reduction.
Letters expressed general concerns about the impacts and danger of Tan Oak reduction and
removing the tree forest.
RESPONSE: The THP indicates that Group B species, such as Tan Oak, need to be reduced to
maintain relative site occupancy of Group A species on page 13, item 14(f). The need for
herbicides will be made post-harvest and likely after completion of timber operations. Their use will
depend on post-harvest hardwood sprouting, extent of mechanical and/or prescribed fire site
preparation, and natural and artificial reforestation success. THP page 13 states that herbicide
could potentially be used in the Variable Retention, Rehabilitation areas as well as the Group
Selection areas following timber operations. Additionally, page 13 states that only Tan Oak under
24” DBH are eligible for treatment. There is no indication that herbicides would be used within
RMZs. The CAL FIRE PHI report, page 3, item 13 confirms this and states:
Group B species management proposed will utilize a variety of treatment method
options to ensure Group A species will not be reduced relative to Group B species.
A substantial component of Tan Oak exists in many of the stands throughout the
THP area. The treatment options proposed are suitable for managing these
conditions. If applied as described these treatment methods will likely be
successful in reducing Group B species relative to Group A species.
Tan Oak reduction is common goal and need that must be addressed for effective forest
management on the North Coast. As group A species are removed to provide a renewable natural
resource to the public, Tan Oak, which has a limited commercial value, needs to be addressed
from a land management perspective. Page 16 of the THP proposes to use site preparation
techniques within the logging area post-harvest. These techniques outlined on page 16 include,
mechanical crushing, ripping, raking and piling, brush cutting, pile burning, broadcast burning, hand
cutting and thinning. While the public comment seemed primarily concerned with Tan Oak
reduction through chemical treatment, this is only one method of treatment. The other treatments
are all proposed in the THP as a comprehensive effort to ensure that fire resilient, carbon
sequestering, group A species continue to thrive and grow in a productive manner without the
competition for water and nutrients from Tan Oak. The RPF is legally obligated by the Forest
Practice Rules and bound by his or her license as an RPF to follow 14 CCR 913 and 913(a) which
states the following:
The objectives of this article are to describe standard silvicultural systems and to
provide for alternatives that when applied shall meet the objectives of the FPA
(PRC 4512 and 4513). The RPF shall select systems and alternatives which
achieve maximum sustained production of high quality timber products. The THP
shall designate one or a combination of regeneration methods, prescriptions or
intermediate treatments described by this article. If a method, prescription or
treatment not defined in the Rules (see 14 CCR 895.1) is to be used, an
alternative prescription shall be included in the plan. The assessment of maximum
sustained production of high quality timber products is based on:
6
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(a) Regeneration methods, intermediate treatments and prescriptions described in
the Rules which establish standards. These methods, treatments,
prescriptions, and standards shall not be utilized to permit harvesting of
growing stock in a manner that will significantly delay reaching or maintaining
maximum sustained production. (emphasis added)
CAL FIRE has conducted a field review of the timber stands where Tan Oak reduction may occur
and finds hardwood reduction to be potentially necessary and appropriate. CAL FIRE has
evaluated the potential herbicide use as it pertains to cumulative watershed and biological effects.
We have concluded that adherence to State and Federal laws pertaining to certifications and
operations will prevent significant effects.
2. GENERAL CONCERN: Tan Oak Treatment.
Letters expressed general concerns about the method of Tan Oak reduction through the use of
herbicide treatment.
RESPONSE:
As stated in the previous response to General Concern 1, Tan Oak reduction is common goal and
need that must be addressed for effective forest management on the North Coast. As group A
species are removed to provide a renewable natural resource to the public, Tan Oak, which has a
limited commercial value, needs to be addressed from a land management perspective. Page 16
of the THP proposes to use site preparation techniques within the logging area post-harvest.
These techniques outlined on page 16 include, mechanical crushing, ripping, raking and piling,
brush cutting, pile burning, broadcast burning, hand cutting and thinning. While the public
comment seemed primarily concerned with Tan Oak reduction through chemical treatment, this is
only one method of treatment. The other treatments are all proposed in the THP as a
comprehensive effort to ensure that fire resilient, carbon sequestering, group A species continue to
thrive and grow in a productive manner without the competition for water and nutrients from Tan
Oak. The RPF is legally obligated by the Forest Practice Rules and bound by his or her license as
an RPF to follow 14 CCR 913 and 913(a). (See response to General Concern 1)
CAL FIRE has a responsibility under CEQA to look for significant effects on the environment that
could result from the approval of a THP. Since herbicide use is one of the activities that, under
some circumstances, can cause a significant effect in connection with a THP, CAL FIRE is
compelled to consider potential effects. The key CEQA element lies in the determination of
whether there is a reasonable expectation of significance.
Herbicide use in the general location of a THP may be either a part of the THP or a separate but
related activity that is not controlled by the THP. Where the herbicide use is described in the THP
as an integral part of the timber operations, CAL FIRE will need to review the herbicide use and its
possible environmental effects. CAL FIRE will determine whether the proposed use would be
consistent with the label and the registration limitations and whether DPR’s lead agency
determination of significance will still apply. CAL FIRE will also need to check for significant new
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information showing changes in circumstances or available information that would require new
environmental analysis. Significant new information should be referred to DPR for that
department’s analysis as part of its ongoing evaluation program. CAL FIRE reviewers should look
for simple and practical ways to avoid or mitigate potential new significant effects on the
environment. Effects of herbicides proposed as part of the THP would be considered direct effects
of the THP.
CAL FIRE believes that where herbicide use is related to the THP but not a part of the THP itself,
the environmental effects would be regarded as indirect effects of the THP. The landowners may
have ongoing management activities that may occur before a THP is approved, during operation of
the THP, and after expiration of the THP when CAL FIRE’s inspection authority has lapsed. The
use is subject to independent, intervening decisions of the timberland owner, a pest control
advisor, and in the case of restricted herbicides, the county agricultural commissioner, and these
independent decisions may lead to no herbicide use at all or a use differing from predictions in a
THP. CAL FIRE would not know whether in fact the timberland owner would use herbicides at all,
which ones the owner may use if any, what restrictions the pest control advisor may recommend,
and, in the case of restricted herbicides, what conditions the county agricultural commissioner may
impose. Outside of the THP, CAL FIRE has only general information about possibilities. Even if
the timberland owner provides herbicide use plans to CAL FIRE with a THP, the use plans may
well be changed by the county agricultural commissioner if the timberland owner intends to use a
restricted herbicide.
Cumulative impacts due to herbicide use related to different THPs are generally not significant
when THP’s are separated in time and distance so that their individual effects do not reinforce or
interact with each other. Herbicide use may occur a year or two before a THP begins, then
possibly two to five years after operations are complete to reduce competition with small seedlings,
or later to release the young trees from competition with brush.
The project proponent has proposed potential use of herbicides in accordance with Federal and
State labeling and under the CEQA certified regulatory program administered in California by
CDPR. The County's agricultural commissioner oversees portions of the DPR's functional
equivalent program and is designated as a state agency for the purposes of certification (3 CCR
6100(a)(7)). Detailed records are kept on any pesticide application. This information is tracked by
DPR and is available to the public.
Prior to commercial application of any herbicides proposed in the plan, MRC must comply with
CDPR’s process that requires additional site-specific analysis. The analysis takes the form of a
written recommendation for herbicide use prepared by a licensed Pest Control Advisor (PCA).
MRC must use contractors that are supervised by Licensed Qualified Applicators. Pages 109
through 111 of the THP discuss MRC’s approach under the heading “e) Chemical Contamination
Effects”. The entire discussion is informative but the bottom of page 109 states the following:
Chemical treatments are only one component of the integrated pest management
(IPM) program used to control competing vegetation in MRC’s forests. IPM is a
systematic approach that uses a variety of techniques to reduce unwanted
vegetation to economically, socially, and professionally tolerably level. IPM
programs also include the use of mechanical and biological techniques.
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MRC works with all contractors to ensure applications are conducted in a professional manner that
strictly follows all regulatory and licensing requirements.
CAL FIRE has conducted a field review of the timber stands where potential herbicide treatment
may occur and finds hardwood reduction to be potentially necessary and appropriate. CAL FIRE
has evaluated the potential herbicide use as it pertains to cumulative watershed and biological
effects. We have concluded that adherence to State and Federal laws pertaining to certifications
and operations will prevent significant effects.
3. GENERAL CONCERN: Tan Oak Treatment kills a tree already threatened by SOD
The concern alleges that Tan Oak reduction is a bad idea and unnecessary because SOD is
threatening Tan Oak already.
RESPONSE: SOD is a tree disease caused by a fungus-like plan pathogen Phytophthora
ramorum. A map of SOD occurrences is readily available on the internet, but the disease is largely
along the west coast of northern California. Measures to limit the spread of SOD are in the THP,
as they are in all THPs currently active. Section II, Item 15 of the THP (pages 18.1 and 18.2)
addresses SOD and states “there are no visible signs within this THP area”. Numerous mitigation
and preventive measures are outlined on this page.
While SOD is a concern, Tan Oak is generally a tree species that establishes itself due to poor
regeneration methods after harvest. Tan Oak is abundant in Humboldt and Mendocino County
and treatment of it, so that the original native trees species occupying the area can reestablish
itself, is required to maintain relative site occupancy. Tan Oak, due to its ability to coppice and its
relatively low economic value compared to conifer, has been a challenge to timberland owners and
timberland managers for decades. If appropriate measures are not taken after harvest, the tree
will quickly establish itself as the primary tree species in the area due to its ability to exploit and
occupy the growing space left from the harvested conifer species.
Additionally, Tan Oak is considered a fire hazard when compared to the alternative of a conifer
dominated stand. The commenter suggests that treatment of Tan Oak creates a fire hazard of
dead trees. This is of course true on the short term, as any treatment of brush or brush like
species will temporarily create dead material while it is being treated. When stands dominated by
Tan Oak catch fire, the results are usually difficult to control. A conifer dominated stand that is well
stocked and managed will naturally create a far more fire-resistant stand.
Specific to this THP, pre and post-harvest basal areas are provided on pages 89-90.6. 14 CCR
1034 (m)(1) requires the THP to provide pre and post-harvest volume, growth projection, stocking
and species composition. Basal area is metric foresters often use due to ease with which it can
be obtained and its strong correlation to volume. This THP shows on pages 89-90.6 how Tan Oak
is expected to reduce from the various silvicultural methods. This data reflects how, although
overall Tan Oak volume will be reduced by the project, it will not be reduced as much as the conifer
species are proposed to be reduced. This is perhaps a clear indicator of the need for the continual
and ongoing Tan Oak treatments that land managers face in order to maintain MSP of group A
species.
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In conclusion, Tan Oak is abundant in the Mendocino County, poses a real fire hazard, and wellplanned treatments do not currently pose a threat to the existence of Tan Oak, despite the
existence of SOD.
CAL FIRE has evaluated the potential herbicide use as it pertains to threats to the existence of Tan
Oak. We have concluded that adherence to State and Federal laws pertaining to certifications and
operations will prevent significant effects.
4. GENERAL CONCERN: Measure V
There is a concern that MRCs hardwood treatments are in violation of measure V, a local
Mendocino County Ordinance.
RESPONSE: Page 13 of the THP states that group B species will need to be reduced to maintain
relative site occupancy of group A species. Group A and B species are defined in the FPR’s. Tan
Oak is a group B species that aggressively will occupy a site without proper treatment or
management due to its ability to coppice and occupy growing space. Treatment of these species
generally has a long-term beneficial impact to the landscape as it allows conifer species to grow,
lending to long term fire resistance, carbon sequestration, MSP, and NSO habitat to name a few.
The hardwood treatments proposed under this THP are appropriately authorized.
5. GENERAL CONCERN:
Watershed

Sediment and Temperature TMDL Impacts to Big River

Letters expressed concern that timber operations would lead to significant temperature and
sediment impacts. The comments were general in nature and did not specifically indicate what
portions of the Plan were inadequate or would lead to significant adverse effects.
RESPONSE: The THP drains to the Big River, which is a 303(d) listed for sediment and
temperature. The Plan proposes 425 acres of Group Selection, 72 acres of Selection, 163 acres of
Rehabilitation, and 333 acres of Variable Retention utilizing tractor and cable yarding. Tractor
yarding is limited to gentler slopes. The plan outlines 9 points on pages 107-108 to reduce,
mitigate or avoid sediment production. Sediment impacts could occur due to sediment transport
from roads into watercourses, activation of slides, and disturbance of soils near watercourses. The
Plan seeks to minimize the potential for these issues by:
• Comply with the Anadromous Salmonid Protection (ASP) rules which provide WLPZ
buffers on all Class I and Class II watercourses and equipment limitation zones on Class
III watercourses.
• Soil disturbance on steep slopes is minimized by using modem cable yarding harvest
systems.
• Existing and potential sediment production sites have been identified and corrective
action proposed, as detailed in the Erosion Control Plan (ECP).
• A professional geologic evaluation has provided mitigation measures for operations near
unstable areas.
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The THP includes an Erosion Control Plan (ECP) in THP Section V, pages 187-192. The ECP
documents an inventory, prioritization, and proposed treatment of potential Controllable Sediment
Discharge Sources (CSDS) in the plan area. This plan has 14 CSDS’s, which were reviewed by
the review team agencies, including CAL FIRE, NCRWQCB, CGS, and CDFW during the PHI. The
identification and inventory of these sources shows how the current road system will be upgraded
for long-term decrease in erosion to the watershed.
The THP addresses roads under item 24 of the THP. The Plan proposes to build 4,700’ of new
seasonal road. The FPRs require that all roads be maintained during the life of the THP as well as
3 years after completion of operations.
The CGS report, starting on page 4, discusses the inner gorge slopes that exist within the Class I
watercourses and states the following regarding marked trees within the inner gorges:
The mark appeared very light which appears designed to retain a significant
component of the existing canopy and root function, appears adequate to minimize
adverse impacts to slope stability and resultant sediment deliver and appears to for
follow the forest Practice Rules regarding harvesting above inner gorge slopes.
The CGS had other recommendations surrounding road points, and unstable features that were all
addressed. A Geology Report was written, page 186.1 of the THP, on April 29th, 2021 as a result
of a CGS PHI recommendation. This geology report was completed by a professional geologist
(PG) and, while partially to verify that all the unstable features had been identified, it was also to
“minimize the potential for landslide derived sediment delivery to nearby watercourses…”
The Geology Report made numerous recommendations, all of which were incorporated into the
THP, and many of which “recommended higher timber retention where risk of sediment delivery to
resources related to landslide hazards were identified within and adjacent to the plan area. “
Sediment may also enter the watershed via the watercourse system. The RPF has mapped all
watercourses within the THP area. During the PHI, the review team inspected a sample of the
watercourses. The PHI team found the watercourses were appropriately identified and protection
measures were consistent with the FPRs. The RPF utilized the WLPZ standards consistent with
the Anadromous Salmonid Protection (ASP) rules. The 2009 ASP rules were developed to ensure
rule adequacy in protecting listed anadromous salmonid species and their habitat, to further
opportunities for restoring the species’ habitat, and to ensure the rules are based on credible
science. The THP implements these minimum standards. According to the CAL FIRE PHI report,
page 13, item 75, the CAL FIRE inspector reported the following:
The RPF has described Russell Brook Creek as water quality limited or "impaired"
from temperature effects under the Section 303(d) listing. A reasonable
assessment of the impacts of the proposed timber operation in combination with
the existing impairment of beneficial uses is provided in the Watershed Resources
Cumulative Effects Assessment contained in THP Section V.
The proposed silviculture system also provides an additional buffer to the watercourse system
because of the additional tree canopy retention and surface cover remaining post-harvest. The
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residual stand intercepts rainfall and provides a more intact surface cover, especially in the cable
yarding areas where exposed soil is minimized.
The THP also includes soil stabilization measures under item 18 of the THP. These measures
ensure that exposed soil is treated to prevent erosion, roads and landings are maintained for
proper drainage, and skids trails are treated. The completion of these activities minimizes soil
erosion. Soil stabilization in combination with the WLPZ standards provides a sediment buffer
to streams.
Stream temperatures are a result of a complicated ecosystem process including forestry, geology
and hydrology. Shade from WLPZs moderates stream temperatures through retention of stream
canopy. Excessive removal of riparian canopy could lead to excessive summer temperatures that
may be lethal to aquatic invertebrates and fish. The effect on winter water temperatures is usually
less pronounced due to reduced solar radiation during the winter and cooler temperatures. The
retention of WLPZs even along clearcut units has been found to be effective in shading the
streams. The amount of shade canopy and distance of WLPZs increases as the watercourse
classifications change. For example, small class III watercourses that are capable of transporting
sediment during the winter require less shade canopy due to their small stream size and
intermittent nature. Class II watercourses, which support non-fish aquatic life, require more shade
canopy and wider buffers. Class I watercourses, which support fish habitat, require the widest
buffers with the highest shade canopy. The ASP rules were established based on scientific review
and have established WLPZs that maintain current stream temperatures through shade canopy
requirements.
The THP discloses numerous class I, II and III watercourses. These watercourses have protection
measures outlined on pages 51-52 of the THP. In addition to the effects of canopy retention on
stream temperature, groundwater and bank storage contributes to stream flow and is not subject to
changes in temperature from canopy cover.
Given the protection measures on the THP and the field observations made on the PHI, CAL FIRE
determined that sediment and temperature impacts have been mitigated and the proposed timber
operations are appropriate based on the entirety of the Plan.
6. GENERAL CONCERN: Northern Spotted Owl Impacts
Letters expressed concern that NSOs were not being protected and that attachment A guidelines
were not being followed properly.
RESPONSE: Section II Item 32 starting on page 63 of the THP contains detailed enforcement
language for the protection of NSO, followed by many pages in Sections III and Section V
providing the appropriate supporting surveys, analysis and documentation to avoid take of NSO.
The Department of Fish and Wildlife was a part of the Plan review and had no unmitigated
concerns for the protection of NSO.
Specific to this THP, there were three NSO activity centers (MEN0069, MEN0068 and MEN0067)
within .7 miles of the THP boundary (page 198). Pages 63-66 of the THP provide to the LTO
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operational protection measures and key definitions. On page 12 of the PHI report the CAL FIRE
inspector concluded the following in regard to NSO:
a. NSO habitat definitions used in the Plan accurately reflect vegetation conditions.
b. The retained habitat quantities depicted on the Plan maps were accurate.
c. Protection measures for the NSO activity center(s) appear adequate and in conformance
with the rules.
d. NSO survey call points distribution and location were adequate.
The inspector stated the following in his PHI report:
THP habitat typing information was reviewed and spot-checked during the PHI for
accuracy. See CDFW recommendation adding nesting roosting habitat within 1000-feet
to bring the core up to at least 100-acres of suitable habitat. The habitat typing appeared
otherwise acceptable and consistent with descriptions provided in 14 CCR 895.1 for
“Functional Nesting, Roosting & Foraging Habitat".
CDFW did have concern regarding the proposed NSO core area for MEN0067, the concern was
addressed and CDFW had no further concerns regarding the issue. CAL FIRE Senior
Environmental Scientist - Forest Practice Biologist, Stacy Stanish conducted a site visit prior to
PHI on 02/23/2021. CAL FIRE has determined that the THP complies with 14 CCR 919.9(e) of
the California Forest Practice Rules and the USFWS Attachment A guidelines. Lastly, below is a
letter from the Director of CAL FIRE to Mr. Simmons from May of 2021. It carefully addresses Mr.
Simmons’ assertions then and now. The subject can be confusing to both the public and the
professional. The letter is included in its entirety due to its applicability, relevance and conclusory
nature regarding the relationship surrounding the NSO, attachment A, USFWS, CAL FIRE and the
public comment received for this THP.

May 11, 2021
Matt Simmons
Environmental Protection Information Center
145 G Street, Suite A
Arcata, CA 95521
Subject: Response to letter of concern regarding Northern Spotted Owl (NSO) nest
site protections in timber harvesting plans.
Dear Mr. Simmons:
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL FIRE) received your letter of
concern regarding NSO nest site protections and the approval of timber harvesting plans
(THPs) dated April 2, 2021. Under the California Forest Practice Act, CAL FIRE is the
lead agency for reviewing THPs, as well as non-industrial timber management plans and
working forest management plans. In this lead agency role, CAL FIRE is required to
ensure that “take” of listed and sensitive species, and significant impacts to those
13
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species, are avoided. Your letter makes assertions regarding the use of 14 CCR §
919.9(e) by plan submitters, the acceptance by CAL FIRE of plans that state the use of
14 CCR § 919.9(e), and the protection of NSO Activity Centers as outlined in the 2019
revision of Attachment A.
History of NSO Review and Guidance
In addition to the best available science, CAL FIRE utilizes a number of resources to
make its determinations that NSO take has been avoided, including those required by law
and those that are guidance. The majority of the available guidance is provided by the
United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). Guidance involves best management
practices that have not been codified in rule or regulation and therefore cannot be applied
as such.
Since NSO was first listed as a threatened species under the federal Endangered
Species Act in 1990, CAL FIRE has worked closely with the USFWS and California
Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) to ensure the avoidance of take and significant
impacts to the species that could result from timber harvests on private land in California.
In the over thirty years since the NSO listing, Forest Practice Rules have been developed
through the California Board of Forestry and Fire Protection with guidance provided by
the USFWS. As new information was provided through NSO surveys, and the best
available science evolved, additional guidance and rules were developed and employed
within the review process through public discourse and interagency collaboration.
As stated in the 1999 “Regulatory and Scientific Basis for US Fish and Wildlife Service
Guidance for Evaluation of Take for Northern Spotted Owls on Private Timberlands in
California’s Northern Interior Region,” CAL FIRE requested that the USFWS review
timber harvesting plans for take avoidance by providing Technical Assistance. In 2008,
the USFWS informed CAL FIRE that they would no longer provide Technical Assistance
to project proponents, effectively leaving the responsibility of NSO review to CAL FIRE
To support CAL FIRE in this responsibility, the USFWS provided a series of guidance
documents, including “NSO Take Avoidance Scenarios and Attachments A and B.” The
USFWS also remains available to CAL FIRE for Technical Assistance upon request.
In the May 22, 2008 memo to CAL FIRE’s then Director Grijalva, USFWS states:
…the guidelines describe how the USFWS determines when take is likely at a
course (sic) scale. That is, without any site-specific information, the guidelines
outline the general methods that the Service employs to determine if take is likely.
As stated in the guidelines, ‘while we believe [the guidelines are] the most effective
manner in avoiding take, it is likely not the only manner in which take can be
avoided.”
“We encourage your staff to adopt a similar approach in assessing THPs, as there
are many instances when site-specific conditions provide insights that the
guidelines cannot capture by virtue of their broad nature in describing the
likelihood of take. The guidelines were not intended to be a hard rule for when take
is likely; they simply describe how we evaluated the likelihood of take in a general
manner.
14
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In a January 20, 2009 memo to CAL FIRE Review Team Chair Leslie Markham, the
USFWS confirmed that due to budget and staffing limitations, they would no longer
provide NSO Technical Assistance for new Plans. This memo noted the necessary
training workshops and guidelines had been provided such that CAL FIRE would make
“’No Take’ determinations for most THPs” going forward.
The current version of Attachment A guidance from the USFWS (2019) reaffirms the
previous direction to utilize the documents as guidance and to, “…assess each THP in
light of site specific conditions and under the broader context of the guidelines provided.”
(emphasis added).
Use of Forest Practice Rule 14 CCR § 919.9(e)
You assert in your letter that the RPF violates the Forest Practice Rules by indicating
compliance with 14 CCR § 919.9(e) without obtaining Technical Assistance from USFWS
and that when proposing alternative practices to Attachment A, 14 CCR § 919.9(g)
should be selected.
The intent for the use of 919.9(g)[939.9[g] was to apply specific performance standards to
known owl sites within 1.3 miles of the plan area.
In 2008 the USFWS informed CAL FIRE the agency would no longer provide technical
assistance for NSO. As part of that transition, Attachments A and B, take avoidance
scenarios, and other Technical Assistance guidance was provided to the regulated public
and to CAL FIRE. Attachment A was provided by the USFWS as Technical Assistance to
forest practitioners in the redwood forest type of the Coast Forest District. It was
conveyed to practitioners during training that plans submitted under 14 CCR 919.9(e)
generally comply through use of USFWS No Take Scenarios 1 – 4. Notwithstanding, CAL
FIRE reviews all plans regardless of which take avoidance strategy is being utilized to
ensure take of NSO is avoided as the Plan is proposed.
Use of Attachment A with explanation and justification of site specific NSO protection
measures, is appropriate under 14 CCR 919.9(e).
Protection of NSO Activity Centers
You cite language from the USFWS Attachment A (2019), Section II, regarding the
accuracy of activity center location and mapping. You are correct that Attachment A
declares multiple activity centers for an NSO home range are possible and further states,
“…if one core use area does not encompass all known activity centers (current and
historical) then multiple core use areas will need to be mapped and protected.” CAL FIRE
also refers to the definitions in Attachment A where Activity Center is defined as:
A mapped point located at the highest-ranking detection for each breeding season
(e.g., nest, then daytime pair, then daytime single, etc.) at an area of concentrated
activity. Activity centers occur within, but not necessarily in the exact center of,
the “core use area,” defined below. An NSO home range may have multiple
mapped activity centers, and multiple activity centers may need protection to
prevent take. Generally, single nighttime detections where an owl cannot be
located during adequate daytime follow-ups should not be considered a valid
15
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activity center. All activity centers within a home range should be identified,
mapped, and considered, however, not all activity centers are of equal value and
site-specific information may be useful in determining which activity centers
require more or less protection on an annual basis as determined by the NSO
review agencies. (emphasis added)
The Attachment A guidance does not provide for 100-acre core protection for every
historic activity center. Project proponents have regularly afforded core area protection
measures that encompass areas of concentrated activity that include historic activity
centers.
CAL FIRE has historically collaborated closely with the USFWS and CDFW, and will
continue this practice to ensure consistent interpretation and application of the guidance
documents provided by the USFWS. CAL FIRE shares in your concern regarding the
conservation and management of the Northern Spotted Owl and their forest habitats,
particularly in the context of the overriding threats from the invasive barred owl, climate
change, and catastrophic wildfire.
If you have any further questions, please contact CAL FIRE’s Assistant Deputy Director
of Forest Practice, Dennis Hall at dennis.hall@fire.ca.gov.
Sincerely,
MATTHEW REISCHMAN
Deputy Director (Acting)
Resource Management
The THP will retain NSO habitat in the THP area and there is abundant NSO habitat in the
watershed. CAL FIRE concludes that this THP can reasonably be expected to not result in the take
of NSO.
7. GENERAL CONCERN: Climate Change
Letters expressed concern regarding man-made Climate Change; includes Greenhouse gases,
carbon sequestration and global warming.
RESPONSE: The THP includes a climate change overview located in Section IV starting at page
138, which describes how proposed operations will impact climate change. A summary of topics
covered in this climate change analysis include:
• CEQA analysis related to climate change.
• An analysis on carbon sequestration, emissions and land use resulting from forest
management and project effects on climate change.
• Effect of Climate Change on Timberlands
The THP evaluates the effect of ongoing climate change on the future growth and survival rates of
natural forest and re-planted areas in the section titled “Effects of Climate Change on
Timberlands.” This discussion is on page 145.
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The THP includes worksheets for each silviculture system on Project Carbon Accounting, which
uses the Greenhouse Gas Emissions Calculator (GHG Calculator). The GHG Calculator
spreadsheet is a tool intended for use in assessing the short-term and long-term greenhouse
gas sequestration and emissions resulting from timber harvest activities. The estimated
quantity of carbon sequestration is determined from the estimated growth of trees onsite and
from carbon stored in wood products and landfills. The calculation of carbon dioxide emissions
include harvested wood that does not end up in wood products or landfills, plus non-biological
emissions associated with site preparation, timber falling, yarding, loading, trucking and milling.
Step 7 of the GHG Calculator requires the input of the “Estimated hardwood basal area
harvested/treated per acre.” This is where the release of greenhouse gas through the herbicidal
treatment of hardwoods is accounted for in the THP. The GHG Calculator makes the assumption
that when treated trees are left onsite an immediate emission occurs. Starting on page 146 the
GHG calculator is provided for each type of silviculture, as well are years until the carbon stocks
are recouped after harvest. This information has been reviewed appears reasonable and sound.
There have not been attempts to measure the amount of below ground carbon stored in tree roots
as part of this THP.
The tree roots are not to be harvested and will be left where they are.
Redwoods sprout from the existing root systems and those roots will not only be left in place, they
will feed the next generation of trees. Actually measuring the amount of underground biomass
would likely create ground disturbances far exceeding the overall timber harvesting plan.
After reviewing the Cumulative Impacts Assessment for global warming in the THP, evaluating the
estimates the RPF used in the GHG Calculator, and considering the requirements outlined in the
Forest Practice Rules it has been determined that the proposed project as presented will not cause
or add to significant cumulative climate change impacts within the assessment area.
8. GENERAL CONCERN: Previously Marked Trees and Prior Mitigation.
Letters expressed concern that large trees, previously protected as mitigation on a previous THP,
are being proposed for harvest.
RESPONSE: CDFW addressed the issue in 5 PHI recommendations (recommendations 29-33)
on the consolidated PHI report dated June 16, 2021. These recommendations addressed a
number of concerns ranging from trees previously marked for retention under a 2004 THP (104-107-MEN), large, unmarked trees that should have been marked, and trees previously
marked as screen trees. The RPF responded to these recommendations/concerns from CDFW
on June 29th 2021. The RPF disagrees with the recommendations and makes the following
statement in his response to question 30. He states the following:
Trees will be retained for wildlife based on the wildlife tree retention guidelines provided in
sec III and MRC’s old growth retention policy provided in section II which states that old
growth will not be cut. While some of the trees with a “W” are in fact old growth trees, there
are some which appear to not be old growth. Ultimately the placement of a “W” during the
past THP is irrelevant. Old growth trees will be protected based on the guidelines for old
growth tree retention as outlined in Section II of this THP. Screen trees will be chosen at the
discretion of the RPF of record on an individual basis based on the Wildlife tree retention
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guidelines provided in section III. There is no FPR requirement to protect screen trees
around old growth trees if the stand is not a Late Seral Forest type.
While the word “irrelevant” in the RPF’s response is not appropriate, as an old mark can be an
excellent guide to an RPF, and should be part of the evaluation of what is to be retained; the
presence of old paint alone is not grounds for retention. Second Review for this THP took place
on two different dates (August 13, 2021, and September 22, 2021), as the first meeting ran out
of time. It was recommended for approval by 2nd Review on October 13, 2021.
In the initial meeting, the Review Team Chair asked to discuss this issue last, but time ran out.
It was communicated to CDFW in this first meeting, that it was problematic to expect the
landowner to retain any tree that had a blue “W” on it from over 16 years ago, but that another
meeting would be scheduled to thoroughly address the issue. After the initial Second Review
meeting, CDFW uploaded a document to CAL TREES in what they considered a defense of
their position that all trees with an old blue “W” should be retained. This memo, from CAL FIRE
Division Chief Alleah Middling, is dated January 26, 2005 and states the following:
The DFG further inquired about the actual longevity of mitigations protected by the Forest
Practice Rules... The duration should be determined in response to the potential of the
original THP to cause the identified environmental impacts… If the potential adverse
effects would be expected to exceed the erosion controls maintenance periods, the
Department would determine how long the potential for a significant effect would occur
and the THP would need to reflect the duration of the mitigation measure.
The memo speaks for itself stating that CALFIRE is responsible for ensuring that significant effects
are avoided when previous mitigation is being revisited on a case-by-case basis. CDFWs
concerns regarding the tree species that were delegated for retention due to their potential
systemic benefits on numerous levels was uniquely paralleled in their nature and timing, (assumed
aleatory) by public commenters, many of whom expressed relational proclivity to CDFW. The
CAL FIRE memo posted by CDFW did however prove useful in supporting the Department’s
position regarding prior mitigation.
Additionally, along with the aforementioned memo, and despite direction given on the August 13th
Second Review meeting, that the issue surrounded trees painted with Blue “W” in 2004 would be
discussed in a follow up meeting, CDFW uploaded additional questions to CAL TREES. Again, the
RPF’s previous response on June 29th 2021 to CDFWs original PHI questions surrounding these
previously marked trees was not discussed on the first of the Second Review Team meetings
due to time constraints. Despite this, CDFW’s concerns persisted after the initial Second Review
meeting when CDFW asked additional questions of the RPF, outside of the normal Review
Team process. After a series of introductory paragraphs CDFW asked the RPF three questions:
1.

Disclose the old growth elements identified in prior THPs (such as the three old
growth trees per acre in Unit 9A);
2.
Retain large old trees identified for retention and protection under prior THPs: and,
3.
Retain screen trees protecting the large old trees, previously marked for retention
and mitigation under prior THPs.
The RPF provided a response to CDFWs concerns on August 27, 2021 by stating the following:
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Those mitigations were part of a planning agreement for the preparation of an NCCP and HCP
as well as part of a SORP. Those measures were provided in part to mitigate for other
operational flexibilities allowed by the planning agreement and SORP such as continuing
operations, one year survey coverage, and the protection of only the three most recent activity
centers. That planning agreement is no longer valid and the SORP was terminated by USFWS.
Therefore, MRC does not agree with the recommendation. MRC will apply its individual tree old
growth policy as found in Section II of the THP.
CALFIRE concurs with nature of this response. Please see revised page 100.2 outlining MRCs
Old Growth Policy which adequately protects large old trees with important characteristics
beneficial to wildlife. Furthermore, Cal Fire is being consisten with the 2010 ruling of the 4th
Appellate Court of California, Katzeff vs California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection,
which found that once a mitigation is required for environmental protection it is not cancelled when
the THP expires unless there is another CEQA review. 1-20-00218-MEN constitutes another
CEQA review.
Due to these mitigations and protection measures, and considering the requirements outlined in
the Forest Practice Rules it has been determined that the proposed project as presented will not
cause, or add to, significant cumulative impacts within the assessment area, and can reasonably
be assumed to adequately consider and protect past mitigation measures.
9. GENERAL CONCERN: Lack of Disclosure of Harvest Activity in Watercourse Protection
Zones.
Letters expressed concern that the THP does not properly disclose harvest activity within the
Watercourse Protection Zones, or the ensuing impacts to the associated watercourses.
RESPONSE: Page 90.6 of the THP discloses the pre- and post-harvest volumes (per acre) within
the WLPZ selection areas of the THP. The table gives these volumes by species with Redwood
going from 10 MBF/acre to 7 MBF/acre. This equates to a removal of 30% of the Redwood
volume. Item 26 of Section II of the THP, starting on page 50, also describes and details MRC’s
retention standards within their WLPZ.
The plan is in compliance with the FPRs and MRC’s
Option A in relation to watercourse protection. According to the PHI report, all watercourses have
been correctly described and classified. The protection measures within the watercourses have
been inspected and determined to be adequate to protect the beneficial uses of water, native
aquatic and riparian species, and the beneficial functions of the riparian zone.
The THP also presents a winter period operating plan of the which the inspector states:
The period of operations during the winter period is clearly defined, excluding all
operations from saturated soil conditions. Downstream beneficial uses of water will be
adequately protected, provided the operator complies with all operational provisions of
the winter period operating plan.
Due to these mitigations and protection measures, and considering the requirements outlined in
the Forest Practice Rules it has been determined that the proposed project as presented will not
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cause or add to significant cumulative impacts within the assessment area, follows the FPRs, and
can reasonably be assumed to adequately consider and protect downstream beneficial uses.
10. GENERAL CONCERN: Botany surveys
Letter expressed concern that since botany surveys are forthcoming, they are not reviewable by
the public, CDFW has not been appropriately consulted, and therefore this is a violation of CEQA.
RESPONSE: The plan states on page 68 of the THP, “a botanical survey is being completed
consistent with Protocols for Surveying and Evaluating Impacts to Species Status Native Plant
Populations and Natural Communities (2018)”. This amendment must be submitted prior to the
start of operations (Section II, Item 31 B. page 68 of the THP), and will be reviewed by resource
professionals and determined to be adequate or returned for clarification if proper survey
protocols or protections measures were not followed. It is important to conduct these surveys
during the appropriate seasonal period to be able to identify plants at critical stages of their life
cycle, but also recognize that this timing may be different from the submittal of the THP, hence
the submittal of an amendment for rare plant surveys. The THP includes a discussion that details
the scoping steps taken in the Plan for rare plants and animals on page 122, and a scoping list for
special status plant species including a 9-quad search is located in section IV, pages 134-135.
Additionally, this list is supported with a more detailed protection measures in the Plan area on
page 68 in Section II of the THP.
On page 9 of the PHI report the CAL FIRE inspector concluded regarding botany that all state or
federal listed species present in the Plan area have been accurately disclosed and mitigated.
CDFW had an opportunity to review the botanica information during the review process, including
on PHI.
Due to these mitigations and protection measures, and considering the requirements outlined in
the Forest Practice Rules it has been determined that the proposed project as presented will not
cause or add to significant cumulative impacts within the assessment area and can reasonably be
assumed to adequately consider and protect botanical resources.
11. GENERAL CONCERN: MRC has not met its option A trigger in the WLPZs.
Letters expressed concern that MRC has not appropriately met the triggers for selection silviculture
within the WLPZs.
RESPONSE: “Option A” is the term used when referencing 14 CCR 913.11(a-c). Option A is one
of three ways THP may demonstrate that it is achieving MSP. MRC’s Option A was approved in
June of 2008.
The harvesting conditions for MRC’s option for selection silviculture are as follows:
The stand (a discrete geographic unit 30 acres or less) is the spatial basis for determining
if the forest unit meets the trigger conditions for the Selection, Group Selection, or
Alternative Group Selection silvicultures. The Selection and Group Selection silvicultures
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are initiated if the average conifer basal area stocking exceeds 105 square feet per acre.
The Alternative Group Selection Silviculture is initiated if the average conifer basal area
stocking exceeds 105 square feet per acre and harvesting of hardwoods will result in
greater than 20% of the stand in group clearings.
The retention conditions for MRC’s option for selection silviculture are as follows:
Large trees (>16" DBH) will be retained at approximately 40 square feet per acre,
averaged across the stand. The general goal in retaining large trees is to select for trees
that have full crowns, are capable of seed production, and represent the best phenotypes
in the stand. Exceptions to this goal include retention of trees for wildlife and/or structural
purposes. These trees may not have full crowns, may not be capable of seed production,
and may not represent the best phenotypes in the stand. The post harvest stocking
standard will have at least 75 square feet of conifer basal area per acre in the areas
outside the groups and no more than 20% of the stand will be in group openings, unless
Alternative Group Selection is applied. Hardwoods will be retained at the level of
approximately 15 square feet per acre, provided they were a component of the
preharvest stand. Conifers will be planted, if necessary, to ensure adequate site
dominance of conifers and to add an additional age class.
These retention and harvesting conditions have been met according to page 90.6 of the THP.
12. GENERAL CONCERN: Cultural and Archeological Protection.
There is a concern that the plan does not adequately protect sites of cultural significance.
RESPONSE: The concern is general in nature and mentions nothing specific. The archeological
concerns have been adequately addressed in this THP. Item 36 of Section II, page 69,
discloses that archeological surveys were completed, and no archeological or historical sites
were identified within the plan area. No archeological or cultural concerns were raised during
PHI and without more specific concerns, this THP can reasonably be assumed to adequately
protect sites of cultural significance.
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management prescription is acceptable to the USFWS.”5 In this instance, the RPF did not have a
unique discussion with USFWS, instead they decided to rely on a document known as the
Northern Spotted Owl Take Avoidance Analysis and Guidance for Private lands in California
Attachment A: Take Avoidance Analysis - Coast Redwood Region (“Attachment A”). 6
This THP guarantees the reviewer that this “THP follows the guidance put forth in Attachment
A.”7 By stating that they would follow the guidance set forth in Attachment A in order to satisfy
the requirements of § 919.9(e), the RPF has bound themselves to follow that document when
conducting NSO surveys. The reason is that by selecting option (e) the RPF is indicating to the
Director of CAL FIRE, who is charged with determining whether or not the proposed harvest
would result in the “take” of an individual northern spotted owl, that the USFWS has approved
of their procedures for preventing take. Selecting option (e) is meant to assure the Director of
CAL FIRE and the public that the expertise of the USFWS has been consulted when designing
the procedures for preventing take within a THP. It follows that the RPF is not free to make
amendments or propose alternative practices to Attachment A within an individual THP that
USFWS has not approved and still select option (e). This is further evidenced by the fact that
option (g) is designed for a situation where the RPF wishes to propose their own protection
measures.8 As will be discussed in more detail below, in this THP the RPF has chosen not to
conform the NSO surveys with Attachment A and has therefore violated the requirements of §
919.9. In doing so, the RPF has violated the Forest Practice Act and CEQA and this THP should,
therefore, be rejected by CAL FIRE.
II.

Attachment A States that Multiple Activity Centers for an NSO Home Range Are
Possible and Often Necessary to Protect the Species

Attachment A was developed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to provide guidelines to
foresters on how best to avoid incidental take of NSO when conducting timber harvests in the
coast redwood region of California.9 The guidelines provide specific measures which “the
Service believes… represent effective measures to avoid take of NSO.” 10 Attachment A makes
clear that “[a]ccurately mapping the location of each activity center is critical to the protection of
core use area habitat.11 In doing so, Attachment A stresses that “[m]ultiple activity centers for an
5

Cal. Code. Regs. tit. 14, § 919.9(e) Northern Spotted Owl.
Russel Brook THP 1-20-00218-MEN, sec 2, p. 63.
7
Russel Brook THP 1-20-00218-MEN, sec 2, p. 63.
8
Cal. Code. Regs. tit. 14, § 919.9(g) Northern Spotted Owl.
9
Dept. of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, NSO Take Avoidance Analysis and Guidance for Private
lands in California (Nov. 1, 2019)
10
Dept. of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, NSO Take Avoidance Analysis and Guidance for Private
lands in California (Nov. 1, 2019)
11
Dept. of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, NSO Take Avoidance Analysis and Guidance for Private
lands in California, p.2 (Nov. 1, 2019)
6
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NSO home range are possible.”12 This means that “[i]f one core use area does not encompass all
known activity centers (current and historical), then multiple core use areas will need to be
mapped and protected to avoid the likelihood of incidental take” and that “[w]here it makes
biological sense, multiple activity centers can be contained within a single core use area.” 13
Attachment A further specifies that “[i]f NSO move to a new location (>1,000 feet from the
historical activity center), the appropriate protection measures should be provided to each
activity center, or consultation with NSO review agencies should occur to evaluate the status of
what may be multiple activity centers.” 14
The reason for these broad protection measures is that NSO reuse nests and regularly rotate
between nest sites.15 Forsman et al. (1984) conducted a long-term demographic study of NSO
nest sites in Oregon.16 They found that “[o]f 25 nests that were checked in 2 or more years, 17
were used more than once.”17 They also documented a single NSO pair using 5 different nest
sites.18 Some NSO pairs used alternative nest sites as far away as 1.2km. 19 During another longterm demography study, Sovereign, Taylor, & Forsman (2011) observed that NSO “switched
nests between nesting attempts 81.2% of the time.”20 Similarly, Forsman & Giese (1997) found
that “[o]wls changed nests between successive nesting events in 80% of all cases.” 21 This was

12

Dept. of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, NSO Take Avoidance Analysis and Guidance for Private
lands in California, p. 2 (Nov. 1, 2019)
13
Dept. of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, NSO Take Avoidance Analysis and Guidance for Private
lands in California, p. 2 (Nov. 1, 2019)
14
Dept. of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, NSO Take Avoidance Analysis and Guidance for Private
lands in California, p. 9 (Nov. 1, 2019)
15
See, e.g., Forsman, Eric D., E. Charles Meslow, and Howard M. Wight. "Distribution and biology of the
spotted owl in Oregon." Wildlife Monographs (1984): pp. 3-64; Sovern, Stan G., Margaret Taylor, and Eric
D. Forsman. "Nest reuse by Northern Spotted Owls on the east slope of the Cascade Range,
Washington." Northwestern Naturalist 92.2 (2011): 101-106; Forsman, Eric D., E. Charles Meslow, and
Howard M. Wight. "Distribution and biology of the spotted owl in Oregon." Wildlife Monographs (1984): 364; Blakesley, Jennifer A., Alan B. Franklin, and R. J. Gutiérrez. "Spotted owl roost and nest site selection
in northwestern California." The Journal of wildlife management (1992): 388-392.
16
Forsman, Eric D., E. Charles Meslow, and Howard M. Wight. "Distribution and biology of the spotted
owl in Oregon." Wildlife Monographs (1984): pp. 3-64.
17 Forsman, Eric D., E. Charles Meslow, and Howard M. Wight. "Distribution and biology of the spotted
owl in Oregon." Wildlife Monographs (1984): p. 32
18 Forsman, Eric D., E. Charles Meslow, and Howard M. Wight. "Distribution and biology of the spotted
owl in Oregon." Wildlife Monographs (1984): p. 32
19 Forsman, Eric D., E. Charles Meslow, and Howard M. Wight. "Distribution and biology of the spotted
owl in Oregon." Wildlife Monographs (1984): p. 32
20
Sovern, Stan G., Margaret Taylor, and Eric D. Forsman. "Nest reuse by Northern Spotted Owls on the
east slope of the Cascade Range, Washington." Northwestern Naturalist 92.2 (2011)
21
Forsman, Eric D., and Alan R. Giese. "Nests of northern spotted owls on the Olympic Peninsula,
Washington." The Wilson Bulletin (1997): 28-41.
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true despite the fact that “their historical nests were usually still intact.” 22 Just because an
activity center is not believed to be occupied does not mean that protecting the area around it
from timber harvests is no longer necessary to prevent take of NSO. This is because NSO could
have returned to a previous activity center, unbeknownst to the timber operator. It is also true
that NSO that would have returned to an activity center to breed may no longer be able to do so
because of timber operations near that activity center. This is why Attachment A specifies
multiple times that protecting multiple activity centers within one territory, even presumably
unoccupied activity centers, is necessary to prevent incidental take of NSO.
III.

This THP’s NSO Take Avoidance Determination Package Does Not Comply with
the Attachment A Guidelines
A. The RPF’s deviations from Attachment May Result in Take of NSO

This THP’s NSO Take-Avoidance Determination package begins by once again confirming that
this THP was submitted for review under § 919.9(e). 23 The RPF explains this in the following
way:
“Specifically using USFWS recommendations to CAL FIRE under scenario 4 and
‘Attachment A.’ This THP proposes alternative measures to some of these
recommendations. They are discussed in the following NSO take avoidance
determination package.”24
On its face, this explanation is unsatisfactory. §919.9(e) allows timber harvesters to submit a
timber harvest plan “pursuant to the outcome of a discussion with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service” not to propose their own alternatives. 25 It is true that Attachment A is the outcome of
such a discussion but it does not follow that RPFs are free to propose their own alternatives
within an individual THP. The reason is that USFWS will never review these individual THPs
and therefore it makes no sense to say that a THP containing alternative measures to those
outlined in Attachment A was submitted “pursuant to the outcome of a discussion with the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service.” To allow RPFs to do this would be to eliminate the justification for
§919.9(e) because it would allow RPFs to effectively ignore USFWS recommendations in their
THPs while gaining the presumptive incidental take avoidance afforded by checking the box for
§919.9(e). By simultaneously purporting to rely on Attachment A while proposing alternative
measures to Attachment A, the RPF has violated §919.9 of the Forest Practice Act.
22

Forsman, Eric D., and Alan R. Giese. "Nests of northern spotted owls on the Olympic Peninsula,
Washington." The Wilson Bulletin (1997): 28-41.
23
Russel Brook THP 1-20-00218-MEN, sec 5, p. 193.
24
Russel Brook THP 1-20-00218-MEN, sec 5, p. 193.
25
Cal. Code. Regs. tit. 14, § 919.9(e) Northern Spotted Owl
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The THP states that it will deviate from Attachment A. The RPF has indicated that “AC location
deviates from CNDBB BMSL (Biologically Most Significant Location).” 26 It appears that what
the RPF has chosen to do is protect only “the most significant NSO location” and not consider
protecting past ACs.27 This is evident from the fact that the THPs maps only show one AC per
NSO territory.28 The RPF has given a rationale for only protecting “the most significant
location”, but that rationale is immaterial to whether this THP complies with the forest practice
rules.29 As discussed above, Attachment A clearly stipulates that in order to avoid incidental take
of NSO, it may be necessary to protect multiple ACs, including unoccupied ACs. By
automatically not protecting past ACs, the RPF has decided to risk conducting timber operations
in places that could result in the incidental take of NSO. This is because NSO move around
between ACs and have a tendency to reuse old ACs.30 So, there is a significant chance that NSO
are currently occupying past ACs and not the one that MRC believes is the best. As such, the
Director cannot certify that this THP will not result in the take of NSO because the RPF has not
complied with the forest practice rules designed to prevent the take of NSO.
B. The RPF’s deviations from Attachment A will result in significant negative
cumulative impacts to NSO
There is an additional concern that MRC’s proposed deviation will cause significant negative
cumulative impacts to NSO. The reason is that even if an NSO is not currently occupying a past
AC, that NSO or other NSOs may have need of the high quality habitat located near a past AC in
the future. So, every time MRC conducts a timber harvest around a past AC they are
significantly reducing the best NSO roosting habitat in the area. This negatively impacts the
individual NSO or NSO pair that used that past AC (because they may have needed to return in
the future) as well as future NSOs who could have made use of that AC. These effects are
already visible within this THP. During the first review, CDFW commented that the 100 acre
core for MEN0067 was not consistent with the Attachment A guidelines because it excluded
nesting/roosting habitat in favor of foraging habitat. 31 The RPF responded that this was the case
because there were more NSO detections in the foraging habitat than in the nesting habitat and
that therefore “we deemed this area more important biologically.”32 But this response
misunderstands the purpose of the Attachment A guidelines which is in part to preserve high
26

Russel Brook THP 1-20-00218-MEN, sec 5, p. 195.
Russel Brook THP 1-20-00218-MEN, sec 5, p. 213
28
Russel Brook THP 1-20-00218-MEN, sec 5, p. 198-211
29
Russel Brook THP 1-20-00218-MEN, sec 5, p. 198-211
30
Sovern, Stan G., Margaret Taylor, and Eric D. Forsman. "Nest reuse by Northern Spotted Owls on the
east slope of the Cascade Range, Washington." Northwestern Naturalist 92.2 (2011): 101-106.
31
Responses to First Review THP 1-20-00217-MEN (Feb. 23, 2020) at p. 6.
32
Responses to First Review THP 1-20-00217-MEN (Feb. 23, 2020) at p. 6.
27
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quality nesting and roosting habitat even if it is currently unoccupied because it may be
necessary for future NSO occupations. 33 CDFW also noted that this timber harvest will not
provide a buffer, which would be required under the Attachment A guidelines, around a 1990
nest site for MEN0067 because the nest site is not considered by MRC to be a most significant
location.34 Similar past nest/roosting locations were identified by CDFW as lacking protection
under MRC’s deviation for MEN0069. 35 So, despite the RPF’s protestation that this THP
complies with Attachment A, it is clear that this THP proposes harvests in high quality
nesting/roosting habitat that would be excluded if Attachment A was properly followed. The
RPF responded to these concerns, when CDFW raised similar ones, by arguing that their
deviations from Attachment A were based on rational and scientific information and
judgements.36 Whether or not that is the case, §919.9(e) requires the RPF to develop these
measures in consultation with USFWS. The RPF has clearly not consulted for this THP,
choosing instead to develop their own alternative measures without input from USFWS. So,
regardless of any rationalization the RPF offers, this THP violates the forest practice rules.
Furthermore, if allowed to continue with this practice, MRC will degrade all of the high quality
NSO habitat on their lands as NSO move from location. Under MRC’s deviation, each time an
NSO moves and MRC identifies a new “most significant location” they permit themselves to log
in the old Activity Center. Because NSO move frequently between ACs, this practice will result
in MRC regularly changing what land is protected and allowing themselves to log there. In
essence, MRC will chase the NSO, logging where they had previously been. The result will be
that MRC THPs will log much of the best habitat for the NSO still available simply because
NSO are not currently using that habitat. Logging in high quality habitat reduces the quality of
that habitat for NSO and makes NSO more vulnerable to two of their highest causes of mortality:
predation and cold wet weather.37 By only protecting the most recent or best sites, MRC is
making both of these outcomes more likely to occur in an area that is vital for the NSO’s future
as a species. So, MRC’s proposed deviation has the result of significantly reducing the future
viability of the species on their lands.
IV.

Conclusion

The RPF has indicated that they would comply with forest practice rule §919.9(e) which requires
them to consult with the USFWS about measures to prevent take of NSO. Instead of relying on
33

Dept. of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, NSO Take Avoidance Analysis and Guidance for Private
lands in California (Nov. 1, 2019)
34
Responses to First Review THP 1-20-00217-MEN (Feb. 23, 2020) at p. 7.
35
Responses to First Review THP 1-20-00217-MEN (Feb. 23, 2020) at p. 7.
36
Responses to First Review THP 1-20-00217-MEN (Feb. 23, 2020) at p. 8.
37
Franklin, Alan B., et al. "Climate, habitat quality, and fitness in northern spotted owl populations in
northwestern California." Ecological Monographs 70.4 (2000): 539-590.
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Attachment A, a document that was produced by USFWS for the purposes of such consultation,
the RPF chose to propose their own deviations from Attachment A without consulting with
USFWS. The proposed deviations have the potential to cause incidental take of NSO as well as
seriously reduce the amount of high quality NSO habitat on MRC lands which will have a
negative cumulative effect on NSO. By proposing their own deviations from Attachment A
without consulting with USFWS, the RPF has violated the Forest Practice Rules and this THP
must be rejected. If you have any questions about the content of this letter, please do not hesitate
to contact EPIC at matt@wildcalifornia.org.
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Public Comment ID: 21PC-000000281
Comment Received Date: 3/23/2021
Comment for Plan Number: Enter plan number manually
County: Mendocino
Closest City: Fort Bragg
Email to Notify for Official Response: matt@wildcalifornia.org
Comment:
When I tried to upload these comments previously I got an error message. Please excuse the double
upload but I want to ensure you receive this document. I have recreated the original upload and
accompanying comments below.
EPIC is supplementing our comments submitted on 3/18/21 with this additional document. Please
include this document and the accompanying the following analysis in your consideration of EPIC's
comments. The document is a letter from Randy Brown of the USFWS to Robert Douglas, Forest
Science Manager at MRC. The letter contains technical assistance designed to reduce the probability of
incidental take of northern spotted owl. The letter contains the following instructions: "[f]or all activity
centers, MRC will include the habitat protection measures in Sections 2.4 to 2.6." The letter then
immediately provides additional protections for occupied activity centers, making clear that this
instruction is meant for all activity centers regardless of whether or not they are currently occupied.
Section 2.4 to 2.6 of the letter contain numerous protections for the northern spotted owl that are
clearly designed to protect even unoccupied activity centers. For example, the instructions state "No
tree or snag previously identified as containing a northern spotted owl nest structure will be felled
regardless of the occupancy status of the activity center." So, it is clear that these protections must
apply to all historical ACs within a plan area, regardless of whether or not they are occupied. MRC must
comply with the terms of this document in order for CAL FIRE to conclude that their timber harvests will
not result in incidental take of NSO. As currently, conceived this Timber Harvest Plan does not comply
with this document because it fails to adequately protect historic activity centers. As such, CAL FIRE
must not approve this THP.
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Matt Simmons <matt@wildcalifornia.org>
Monday, July 12, 2021 11:33 AM
Santa Rosa Review Team@CALFIRE
jacob@frmforestry.com; Hutchins, Adam@Wildlife; Hendrix, Jon@Wildlife; Tom Wheeler
Public Comments on THP 1-20-00218-MEN
Final Comments on Russel Brook THP.pdf

Warning: this message is from an external user and should be treated with caution.

Dear Santa Rosa Review Team,
The Russell Brook THP 1-20-00218-MEN recently conducted its PHI and received agency
recommendations. As part of that report item 78 stated the following: "Response to any
Public Comment received prior to the conclusion of the PHI, if any: No public comment has been
received to date."
This is false. EPIC submitted the attached comments on March 18th, 2021. We ask that the
consolidated PHI be corrected to reflect EPIC's substantive comments on this THP.
Thank you,
-Matthew Simmons
Pronouns: he/him/his
Legal Fellow
Environmental Protection Information Center
145 G Street Suite A
Arcata, CA 95521
Cell: (310) 666 8912
matt@wildcalifornia.org
www.wildcalifornia.org
Licensed in California
Privileged and Confidential Communication
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Santa Rosa Review Team
135 Ridgway Avenue
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
(707) 576-2959
Dear Santa Rosa Review Team,
On behalf of the Environmental Protection Information Center, please accept these comments on
THP 1-20-00218-MEN, “Russel Brook”. EPIC believes that MRC’s deviation from Attachment
A without consulting with USFWS violates the Forest Practice Rule 919.9 and could result in
potential take of northern spotted owls (“NSO”). In addition, EPIC believes that widespread
adoption of the deviation proposed by MRC will result in widespread negative cumulative
impacts to NSO habitat. For these reasons, CAL FIRE should not approve this THP.
I.

Forest Practice Rule 919.9(e) allows RPFs to base their NSO take avoidance
procedures on a discussion with the USFWS

This THP contains 3 NSO territories within 0.7 miles of the plan area. 1 Because of the NSO’s
federally threatened status, the Forest Practice Rules contain numerous safeguards designed to
protect the NSO and its habitat. California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Section 919.9 states the
following:
“Every proposed timber harvesting Plan, NTMP, WFMP, conversion permit, Spotted
Owl Resource Plan, or major amendment located in the Northern Spotted Owl Evaluation
Area or within 1.3 miles of a known northern spotted owl Activity Center outside of the
Northern Spotted Owl Evaluation Area shall follow one of the procedures required in
subsections (a)-(g) below for the area within the THP boundary as shown on the THP
map and also for adjacent areas as specified within this section. The submitter may
choose any alternative (a)-(g) that meets the on-the-ground circumstances. The required
information shall be used by the Director to evaluate whether or not the proposed activity
would result in the “take” of an individual northern spotted owl.” 2
For this THP, the RPF selected option (e). 3 Option (e) allows the plan submitter to proceed with
a THP “pursuant to the outcome of a discussion with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service”. 4 This
requires the submitter to “submit a letter prepared by the RPF that the described or proposed
1

Russel Brook THP 1-20-00218-MEN, sec 2, p. 63.
Cal. Code. Regs. tit. 14, § 919.9 Northern Spotted Owl.
3
Russel Brook THP 1-20-00218-MEN, sec 2, pp. 63, 193.
4
Cal. Code. Regs. tit. 14, § 919.9(e) Northern Spotted Owl.
2
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management prescription is acceptable to the USFWS.”5 In this instance, the RPF did not have a
unique discussion with USFWS, instead they decided to rely on a document known as the
Northern Spotted Owl Take Avoidance Analysis and Guidance for Private lands in California
Attachment A: Take Avoidance Analysis - Coast Redwood Region (“Attachment A”). 6
This THP guarantees the reviewer that this “THP follows the guidance put forth in Attachment
A.”7 By stating that they would follow the guidance set forth in Attachment A in order to satisfy
the requirements of § 919.9(e), the RPF has bound themselves to follow that document when
conducting NSO surveys. The reason is that by selecting option (e) the RPF is indicating to the
Director of CAL FIRE, who is charged with determining whether or not the proposed harvest
would result in the “take” of an individual northern spotted owl, that the USFWS has approved
of their procedures for preventing take. Selecting option (e) is meant to assure the Director of
CAL FIRE and the public that the expertise of the USFWS has been consulted when designing
the procedures for preventing take within a THP. It follows that the RPF is not free to make
amendments or propose alternative practices to Attachment A within an individual THP that
USFWS has not approved and still select option (e). This is further evidenced by the fact that
option (g) is designed for a situation where the RPF wishes to propose their own protection
measures.8 As will be discussed in more detail below, in this THP the RPF has chosen not to
conform the NSO surveys with Attachment A and has therefore violated the requirements of §
919.9. In doing so, the RPF has violated the Forest Practice Act and CEQA and this THP should,
therefore, be rejected by CAL FIRE.
II.

Attachment A States that Multiple Activity Centers for an NSO Home Range Are
Possible and Often Necessary to Protect the Species

Attachment A was developed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to provide guidelines to
foresters on how best to avoid incidental take of NSO when conducting timber harvests in the
coast redwood region of California.9 The guidelines provide specific measures which “the
Service believes… represent effective measures to avoid take of NSO.” 10 Attachment A makes
clear that “[a]ccurately mapping the location of each activity center is critical to the protection of
core use area habitat.11 In doing so, Attachment A stresses that “[m]ultiple activity centers for an
5

Cal. Code. Regs. tit. 14, § 919.9(e) Northern Spotted Owl.
Russel Brook THP 1-20-00218-MEN, sec 2, p. 63.
7
Russel Brook THP 1-20-00218-MEN, sec 2, p. 63.
8
Cal. Code. Regs. tit. 14, § 919.9(g) Northern Spotted Owl.
9
Dept. of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, NSO Take Avoidance Analysis and Guidance for Private
lands in California (Nov. 1, 2019)
10
Dept. of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, NSO Take Avoidance Analysis and Guidance for Private
lands in California (Nov. 1, 2019)
11
Dept. of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, NSO Take Avoidance Analysis and Guidance for Private
lands in California, p.2 (Nov. 1, 2019)
6
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NSO home range are possible.”12 This means that “[i]f one core use area does not encompass all
known activity centers (current and historical), then multiple core use areas will need to be
mapped and protected to avoid the likelihood of incidental take” and that “[w]here it makes
biological sense, multiple activity centers can be contained within a single core use area.” 13
Attachment A further specifies that “[i]f NSO move to a new location (>1,000 feet from the
historical activity center), the appropriate protection measures should be provided to each
activity center, or consultation with NSO review agencies should occur to evaluate the status of
what may be multiple activity centers.” 14
The reason for these broad protection measures is that NSO reuse nests and regularly rotate
between nest sites.15 Forsman et al. (1984) conducted a long-term demographic study of NSO
nest sites in Oregon.16 They found that “[o]f 25 nests that were checked in 2 or more years, 17
were used more than once.”17 They also documented a single NSO pair using 5 different nest
sites.18 Some NSO pairs used alternative nest sites as far away as 1.2km. 19 During another longterm demography study, Sovereign, Taylor, & Forsman (2011) observed that NSO “switched
nests between nesting attempts 81.2% of the time.”20 Similarly, Forsman & Giese (1997) found
that “[o]wls changed nests between successive nesting events in 80% of all cases.” 21 This was

12

Dept. of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, NSO Take Avoidance Analysis and Guidance for Private
lands in California, p. 2 (Nov. 1, 2019)
13
Dept. of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, NSO Take Avoidance Analysis and Guidance for Private
lands in California, p. 2 (Nov. 1, 2019)
14
Dept. of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, NSO Take Avoidance Analysis and Guidance for Private
lands in California, p. 9 (Nov. 1, 2019)
15
See, e.g., Forsman, Eric D., E. Charles Meslow, and Howard M. Wight. "Distribution and biology of the
spotted owl in Oregon." Wildlife Monographs (1984): pp. 3-64; Sovern, Stan G., Margaret Taylor, and Eric
D. Forsman. "Nest reuse by Northern Spotted Owls on the east slope of the Cascade Range,
Washington." Northwestern Naturalist 92.2 (2011): 101-106; Forsman, Eric D., E. Charles Meslow, and
Howard M. Wight. "Distribution and biology of the spotted owl in Oregon." Wildlife Monographs (1984): 364; Blakesley, Jennifer A., Alan B. Franklin, and R. J. Gutiérrez. "Spotted owl roost and nest site selection
in northwestern California." The Journal of wildlife management (1992): 388-392.
16
Forsman, Eric D., E. Charles Meslow, and Howard M. Wight. "Distribution and biology of the spotted
owl in Oregon." Wildlife Monographs (1984): pp. 3-64.
17 Forsman, Eric D., E. Charles Meslow, and Howard M. Wight. "Distribution and biology of the spotted
owl in Oregon." Wildlife Monographs (1984): p. 32
18 Forsman, Eric D., E. Charles Meslow, and Howard M. Wight. "Distribution and biology of the spotted
owl in Oregon." Wildlife Monographs (1984): p. 32
19 Forsman, Eric D., E. Charles Meslow, and Howard M. Wight. "Distribution and biology of the spotted
owl in Oregon." Wildlife Monographs (1984): p. 32
20
Sovern, Stan G., Margaret Taylor, and Eric D. Forsman. "Nest reuse by Northern Spotted Owls on the
east slope of the Cascade Range, Washington." Northwestern Naturalist 92.2 (2011)
21
Forsman, Eric D., and Alan R. Giese. "Nests of northern spotted owls on the Olympic Peninsula,
Washington." The Wilson Bulletin (1997): 28-41.
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true despite the fact that “their historical nests were usually still intact.” 22 Just because an
activity center is not believed to be occupied does not mean that protecting the area around it
from timber harvests is no longer necessary to prevent take of NSO. This is because NSO could
have returned to a previous activity center, unbeknownst to the timber operator. It is also true
that NSO that would have returned to an activity center to breed may no longer be able to do so
because of timber operations near that activity center. This is why Attachment A specifies
multiple times that protecting multiple activity centers within one territory, even presumably
unoccupied activity centers, is necessary to prevent incidental take of NSO.
III.

This THP’s NSO Take Avoidance Determination Package Does Not Comply with
the Attachment A Guidelines
A. The RPF’s deviations from Attachment May Result in Take of NSO

This THP’s NSO Take-Avoidance Determination package begins by once again confirming that
this THP was submitted for review under § 919.9(e). 23 The RPF explains this in the following
way:
“Specifically using USFWS recommendations to CAL FIRE under scenario 4 and
‘Attachment A.’ This THP proposes alternative measures to some of these
recommendations. They are discussed in the following NSO take avoidance
determination package.”24
On its face, this explanation is unsatisfactory. §919.9(e) allows timber harvesters to submit a
timber harvest plan “pursuant to the outcome of a discussion with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service” not to propose their own alternatives. 25 It is true that Attachment A is the outcome of
such a discussion but it does not follow that RPFs are free to propose their own alternatives
within an individual THP. The reason is that USFWS will never review these individual THPs
and therefore it makes no sense to say that a THP containing alternative measures to those
outlined in Attachment A was submitted “pursuant to the outcome of a discussion with the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service.” To allow RPFs to do this would be to eliminate the justification for
§919.9(e) because it would allow RPFs to effectively ignore USFWS recommendations in their
THPs while gaining the presumptive incidental take avoidance afforded by checking the box for
§919.9(e). By simultaneously purporting to rely on Attachment A while proposing alternative
measures to Attachment A, the RPF has violated §919.9 of the Forest Practice Act.
22

Forsman, Eric D., and Alan R. Giese. "Nests of northern spotted owls on the Olympic Peninsula,
Washington." The Wilson Bulletin (1997): 28-41.
23
Russel Brook THP 1-20-00218-MEN, sec 5, p. 193.
24
Russel Brook THP 1-20-00218-MEN, sec 5, p. 193.
25
Cal. Code. Regs. tit. 14, § 919.9(e) Northern Spotted Owl
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The THP states that it will deviate from Attachment A. The RPF has indicated that “AC location
deviates from CNDBB BMSL (Biologically Most Significant Location).” 26 It appears that what
the RPF has chosen to do is protect only “the most significant NSO location” and not consider
protecting past ACs.27 This is evident from the fact that the THPs maps only show one AC per
NSO territory.28 The RPF has given a rationale for only protecting “the most significant
location”, but that rationale is immaterial to whether this THP complies with the forest practice
rules.29 As discussed above, Attachment A clearly stipulates that in order to avoid incidental take
of NSO, it may be necessary to protect multiple ACs, including unoccupied ACs. By
automatically not protecting past ACs, the RPF has decided to risk conducting timber operations
in places that could result in the incidental take of NSO. This is because NSO move around
between ACs and have a tendency to reuse old ACs.30 So, there is a significant chance that NSO
are currently occupying past ACs and not the one that MRC believes is the best. As such, the
Director cannot certify that this THP will not result in the take of NSO because the RPF has not
complied with the forest practice rules designed to prevent the take of NSO.
B. The RPF’s deviations from Attachment A will result in significant negative
cumulative impacts to NSO
There is an additional concern that MRC’s proposed deviation will cause significant negative
cumulative impacts to NSO. The reason is that even if an NSO is not currently occupying a past
AC, that NSO or other NSOs may have need of the high quality habitat located near a past AC in
the future. So, every time MRC conducts a timber harvest around a past AC they are
significantly reducing the best NSO roosting habitat in the area. This negatively impacts the
individual NSO or NSO pair that used that past AC (because they may have needed to return in
the future) as well as future NSOs who could have made use of that AC. These effects are
already visible within this THP. During the first review, CDFW commented that the 100 acre
core for MEN0067 was not consistent with the Attachment A guidelines because it excluded
nesting/roosting habitat in favor of foraging habitat. 31 The RPF responded that this was the case
because there were more NSO detections in the foraging habitat than in the nesting habitat and
that therefore “we deemed this area more important biologically.”32 But this response
misunderstands the purpose of the Attachment A guidelines which is in part to preserve high
26

Russel Brook THP 1-20-00218-MEN, sec 5, p. 195.
Russel Brook THP 1-20-00218-MEN, sec 5, p. 213
28
Russel Brook THP 1-20-00218-MEN, sec 5, p. 198-211
29
Russel Brook THP 1-20-00218-MEN, sec 5, p. 198-211
30
Sovern, Stan G., Margaret Taylor, and Eric D. Forsman. "Nest reuse by Northern Spotted Owls on the
east slope of the Cascade Range, Washington." Northwestern Naturalist 92.2 (2011): 101-106.
31
Responses to First Review THP 1-20-00217-MEN (Feb. 23, 2020) at p. 6.
32
Responses to First Review THP 1-20-00217-MEN (Feb. 23, 2020) at p. 6.
27
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quality nesting and roosting habitat even if it is currently unoccupied because it may be
necessary for future NSO occupations. 33 CDFW also noted that this timber harvest will not
provide a buffer, which would be required under the Attachment A guidelines, around a 1990
nest site for MEN0067 because the nest site is not considered by MRC to be a most significant
location.34 Similar past nest/roosting locations were identified by CDFW as lacking protection
under MRC’s deviation for MEN0069. 35 So, despite the RPF’s protestation that this THP
complies with Attachment A, it is clear that this THP proposes harvests in high quality
nesting/roosting habitat that would be excluded if Attachment A was properly followed. The
RPF responded to these concerns, when CDFW raised similar ones, by arguing that their
deviations from Attachment A were based on rational and scientific information and
judgements.36 Whether or not that is the case, §919.9(e) requires the RPF to develop these
measures in consultation with USFWS. The RPF has clearly not consulted for this THP,
choosing instead to develop their own alternative measures without input from USFWS. So,
regardless of any rationalization the RPF offers, this THP violates the forest practice rules.
Furthermore, if allowed to continue with this practice, MRC will degrade all of the high quality
NSO habitat on their lands as NSO move from location. Under MRC’s deviation, each time an
NSO moves and MRC identifies a new “most significant location” they permit themselves to log
in the old Activity Center. Because NSO move frequently between ACs, this practice will result
in MRC regularly changing what land is protected and allowing themselves to log there. In
essence, MRC will chase the NSO, logging where they had previously been. The result will be
that MRC THPs will log much of the best habitat for the NSO still available simply because
NSO are not currently using that habitat. Logging in high quality habitat reduces the quality of
that habitat for NSO and makes NSO more vulnerable to two of their highest causes of mortality:
predation and cold wet weather.37 By only protecting the most recent or best sites, MRC is
making both of these outcomes more likely to occur in an area that is vital for the NSO’s future
as a species. So, MRC’s proposed deviation has the result of significantly reducing the future
viability of the species on their lands.
IV.

Conclusion

The RPF has indicated that they would comply with forest practice rule §919.9(e) which requires
them to consult with the USFWS about measures to prevent take of NSO. Instead of relying on
33

Dept. of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, NSO Take Avoidance Analysis and Guidance for Private
lands in California (Nov. 1, 2019)
34
Responses to First Review THP 1-20-00217-MEN (Feb. 23, 2020) at p. 7.
35
Responses to First Review THP 1-20-00217-MEN (Feb. 23, 2020) at p. 7.
36
Responses to First Review THP 1-20-00217-MEN (Feb. 23, 2020) at p. 8.
37
Franklin, Alan B., et al. "Climate, habitat quality, and fitness in northern spotted owl populations in
northwestern California." Ecological Monographs 70.4 (2000): 539-590.
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Attachment A, a document that was produced by USFWS for the purposes of such consultation,
the RPF chose to propose their own deviations from Attachment A without consulting with
USFWS. The proposed deviations have the potential to cause incidental take of NSO as well as
seriously reduce the amount of high quality NSO habitat on MRC lands which will have a
negative cumulative effect on NSO. By proposing their own deviations from Attachment A
without consulting with USFWS, the RPF has violated the Forest Practice Rules and this THP
must be rejected. If you have any questions about the content of this letter, please do not hesitate
to contact EPIC at matt@wildcalifornia.org.
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AUTHORITIES: Forest Practice Act and Rules, Cal Water Code (including regional Water
Quality Control Plan/Basin Plan), California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).

1) The Forest Practice Act and the Forest Practice Rules stated objective is consistency with the
Porter Cologne Water Quality Control Act, regional Basin Plans - including protection and
recovery of aquatic resources
2) Porter Cologne Water Quality Control Act, Water Code Section 13160, objective of
consistency with the Federal Clean Water Act mandates must be met.
3) Under Porter Cologne, the MAA, the Forest Practice Rules, THP administration must meet
Basin Plan (including non-point source and anti-degradation requirements):
State Anti-degradation Policy (Basin Plan, Chapter 3, Water Quality Objectives):
"Controllable water quality factors shall conform to the water quality objectives contained
herein. When other factors result in the degradation of water quality beyond the levels or limits
established herein as water quality objectives, then controllable factors shall not cause further
degradation of water quality. Controllable water quality factors are those actions, conditions, or
circumstances resulting from man's activities that may influence the quality of waters of the State
and that may reasonably be controlled."

Nonpoint Source Policy (found at the SWRCB web site and in the regional Basin Plan)
Many water bodies in the North Coast Region are impaired by nonpoint sources (NPS) of
pollution, such as sediment discharges and elevated water temperatures. The Policy for the
Implementation and Enforcement of the Nonpoint Source Pollution Control Program (NPS
Policy)14 is a state-wide policy that explains how existing permitting and enforcement tools will
be used to address nonpoint sources of pollution. The NPS Policy states that all current and
proposed NPS discharges must be regulated under waste discharge requirements (WDRs),
waivers of WDRs, a basin plan prohibition, or some combination of these tools. A NPS pollution
control implementation program is a program developed to comply with WDRs, waivers of
WDRS, or basin plan prohibitions. A NPS pollution control implementation program must
contain five Key elements, which are summarized as follows:
Key Element 1: Explanation of the purpose of the NPS pollution control implementation
program and how it will meet water quality standards.
Key Element 2: Description of the management practices and other program elements that are to
be used to meet water quality standards and an evaluation that ensures proper implementation.
Key Element 3: A time schedule with quantifiable milestones.

2

Key Element 4: Adequate monitoring.
Key Element 5: The potential consequences for failure.
Neither of these plans provides information, data, monitoring, or other information that complies
with the Basin Plan NPS Policy Elements called for in the Basin Plan (or WDRs, Waivers, EPA
TMDL sediment targets, or any implied controls to limit (or improve) temperature conditions.

4) Forest Practice Rules Section 916.9 (a) (1) states:
(a) Every timber operation shall be planned and conducted to protect, maintain, and
contribute to the restoration of properly functioning salmonid habitat and listed
salmonid species. To achieve this goal, every timber operation shall be planned and
conducted to:
(1) Comply with the Terms of a Total Maximum Daily Load. (et sec)
Note: this rule [916.9 (a) (1)] states CDF responsibility to enforce Basin Plan Guidelines as
well as TMDL mandates.
As stated in the FPRs and the Act, the intent of the administration of the Act and Rules
emphasize the protection and recovery of water quality resources (along with and interagency
agreement to accomplish this requirement). Thus each and every THP must demonstrate how
such compliance is assured (in the case of impaired waters, additional actions are necessary to
demonstrate compliance – as noted in TMDLs, State Non-point Source Policy and other noted
authorities). Furthermore, the FPRs (including ASP rules – where ASP is found by NOAA
Fisheries to not be fully protective) as applied in these THPs are minimum (baseline) protections
that may not (do not) meet the requirements of the above noted authorities (unless justified by
sufficient monitoring over time showing improvement - as movement towards attainment of
water quality standards) and that there are sufficient management plans, with timelines, in place
to assure continued recovery (also to be justified/verified with evidence supplied by monitoring).
The above regulatory framework is stated in this letter for grounding in the discussion that CDF
must accept stated responsibility of its mission to protect water quality values (through all of the
above) in exercising its lead agency responsibility.
898.2 Special Conditions Requiring Disapproval of Plans
The Director shall disapprove a plan as not conforming to the Rules of the Board if any one of
the following conditions exist:
(c) There is evidence that information contained in the plan is incorrect, incomplete or
misleading in a material way, or is insufficient to evaluate significant environmental effects. The
sufficiency of the information provided in the THP to evaluate significant environmental effects
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shall be judged in light of what is reasonable and necessary.
(h) Implementation of the plan as proposed would cause a violation of any requirement of an
applicable water quality control plan (Basin Plan) adopted by the State Water Resources
Control Board (this would include State Non-point Source Policy – which is also in the Basin
Plan).
Big River Total Maximum Daily Load for Sediment - EPA Region 9
The TMDL discusses the watershed condition(s) and characteristics, watershed habitat
conditions for salmonids, water quality standards, summary of water quality indicators and
targets, sources of sediment (separated background loading and loading aggravated by land use –
timber harvest), and the TMDL (reductions of pollutant inputs needed to attain water quality
standards).
Monitoring information in either THP is insufficient (in some cases totally not present)
indicating current status of targets or movement (trends) towards the improvement in the suite of
Indicator Targets (noted in the TMDL) – for the pollutants sediment or temperature. Nor, do the
plans demonstrate or assure movement (recovery) in the direction of improved conditions.
However, the TMDL does provide a baseline (indicators related to sediment) for sampling.
The source analysis indicates that management activity is responsible for significant percentage
of sediment inputs above background levels.
The TMDL sets the total sediment loading capacity at 125% of background sediment delivery.
LOAD ALLOCATIONS FOR NONPOINTSOURCES (MANAGEMENT-ASSOCIATED
LOADS) – with a loading reduction needed of 75% (Cumulative Reduction – from land
use/timber operations). This is broken down by source and activity in Source Analysis in the
EPA TMDL (pp. 28,29)
These THPs (all of MRC THPs) summarize sediment reduction activity – with numbers (usually
noting the total cubic yards of sediment controlled). However, they do not show (via monitoring
or work verification) that the numbers they are presenting are meeting the required
standards/targest for attainment of water quality standards. There is no baseline presented from
which to make assessment. Nor is relevant data presented showing sediment production
potential (existing controllable sources and potential sources and sources from roads, skid trails
and disturbance from operations, amount sediment controlled, the amount of sediment reduction
over time (as opposed to the sediment produced from roads and harvest activity). The very
same issue arises with the pollutant –temperature. There is no base line monitoring data or
monitoring data showing trends. Thus, rational assessment of progress in the attainment of
water quality standards is impossible and the public and review team are deprived of
information/data presented in a form that would allow for appropriate and rational decision
making.
There is no data presented on the issue of temperature. Both THPs claim that trees marked for
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removal will not worsen temperature conditions (where the impaired listings show stream
temperatures to be out of the range that would support salmonid survival in all life stages). This
information does not meet the required analysis and data presentation required by: 1) the rules
for Director decision, 2) Basin Plan (inclusive of non-point source language), 3) CEQA, 4) Big
River TMDL sediment reduction targets.
These plans do not meet the legally required standards of disclosure, discussion and control of all
sediment and temperature sources. (in compliance with non-point source policy, CEQA, and the
FPRs)
Elements of an Erosion Control Plan (ECP must include and assess)
Each plan must include an Erosion Control Plan. Though in the case of these THPs the ECPs are
incomplete – missing baseline data, data from road surface erosion and road precipitated
landsliding or other failures. Additionally absent from the THPs are instream monitoring noting
trends in sediment delivery and/or evidence of recovery.
At a minimum and ECP should include:
Baseline Data Inventory A Baseline Data Inventory includes an ownership-wide (or planning
watershed) inventory of Sediment Delivery Sites. Sediment Delivery Sites are controllable,
human-caused erosion sites that are currently eroding or have the potential to erode
in such a manner as to deliver measurable amounts of sediment. The inventory should include
such features as undersized culverts, culverts with diversion
potential, eroding sidecast or fill, downcutting inside ditches, etc. The Baseline Data Inventory
shall include a description of all active and potential sediment sources
resulting from roads, landings, skid trails, timber operations and agricultural
operations, and other significant human-caused earth movement activities that have or might
have the ability to enter waters of the state.
The Baseline Data Inventory shall include, at a minimum:
• A description of the inventory method used;
• A topographic map with 80 foot intervals showing the ownership boundary and the location of
all inventoried sites, as well as roads and drainages; and
• For each site, an estimate of the volume of sediment and the relative potential for sediment
delivery. The Baseline Data Inventory must be comprehensive and may follow as examples,
completely or in part, the inventory methods described in the Assessment and Implementation
Techniques for Road-Related Sediment Inventories and Storm-Proofing. (e.g. William Weaver,
of Pacific Watershed Associates, Inc.); the *STAR* Worksheet system of the Watershed and
Aquatic Habitat Assessment (September 29, 1997, ) Inventory and Monitoring
Worksheet developed by U.C. Davis (1998). 2. Sediment Reduction Schedule)
The Sediment Reduction Schedule shall describe how and in what order of
priority the sediment discharges from the Sediment Delivery Sites identified in the Baseline
Data Inventory will be reduced in accordance with the schedule set forth in a an
Implementation Schedule section.
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The Baseline Data Inventory shall be used when prioritizing and conducting sediment
delivery reduction activities, and the highest priority for sediment delivery reduction shall be
assigned to those sites with the greatest potential to discharge sediment to a watercourse that
supports fish.
Assessment of Unstable Areas
The Assessment of Unstable Areas shall identify through modeling, data analysis and/or a field
inventory, areas of instability across the property. Unstable Areas are areas with a naturally high
risk of erosion and areas or sites that will not reasonably respond to efforts to prevent, restore or
mitigate sediment discharges. Unstable Areas are characterized by slide areas, gullies, eroding
stream banks, or unstable soils that are capable of delivering sediment to a watercourse. Slide
areas include shallow and deep seated landslides, debris flows, debris slides, debris torrents,
earthflows, headwall swales, inner gorges and hummocky ground. Unstable soils include
unconsolidated, non-cohesive soils and colluvial debris.
The Assessment of Unstable Areas shall include, at a minimum:
• All known active and potential shallow and deep-seated landslides, debris flows, debris slides,
debris torrents, earthflows, headwall swales, inner gorges, and unstable soils.
• All known active or potentially active gullies and streambank erosion sites, as appropriate, but
should not include the sites identified in 1. above. Preparers of the Assessment of Unstable Areas
may but are not required to use existing California Department of Conservation maps such as the
series entitled "Geology and Geomorphic Features Related to Landsliding” or a digital
terrain-type model like the one developed by Louisiana Pacific Corporation in its draft Sustained
Yield Plan for Coastal Mendocino County (1997) in combination with field-based maps of
Unstable Areas
Monitoring Plan
The Monitoring Plan shall describe the method for monitoring the effectiveness of the sediment
control efforts the landowner has implemented for the Sediment Delivery Sites identified in the
Baseline Data Inventory. The monitoring method must be consistent with the submitted
Baseline Data Inventory method so that results are comparable from year to year. The
results of the sediment control efforts and any other erosion control related activities,
including the implementation of land management measures, shall be included in the
plan and submitted to the Regional Water Board in an annual report.
In addition, the landowner (MRC) should establish instream monitoring points above and below
any significant land management activity on their properties and in potential anadromous fish
refugia – to track and validate compliance with non-point source, water code, basin plan, TMDL,
and CEQA requirements.
As noted above: The absence of monitoring (including noted baseline conditions) makes
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determination of compliance with a TMDL, WDR or Waiver, or Basin Plan (including non-point
source requirements) – impossible.

WATERSHED CONDITIONS (EPA TMDL)
In general, the most sensitive beneficial use in the Big River watershed – protection of the cold
water fish species is impaired by poor quality summer rearing and overwintering habitat
conditions, excess sediment, lack of deep pools, fair to poor spawning gravels (primarily
embeddedness), low large woody debris (LWD) volume, low availability of canopy, high
temperatures, and a lack of connection to off-channel habitat (NCRWQCB 2001a, 2001b).
Excess sediment is adversely impacting the number and volume of pools. Sediment is also
causing moderate to high embeddedness of substrate and spawning gravels in the basin.
Recently-increased road building and timber harvest activities may cause additional degradation
in the future, although the impacts are not yet reflected in current stream habitat conditions.
Throughout the South Fork Big River, pools are shallow and spawning gravels are embedded.
Canopy cover is low and water temperatures are high. In Chamberlain Creek, stream channels
are entrenched and have low volumes of LWD. Pool depths are shallow, and embeddedness is
high. Sediment inputs are high and canopy cover is low.

Lower Big River PW. Generally speaking, there is little change apparent in the lower reaches of
the estuary. Further upstream, visible changes include channel narrowing by riparian vegetation
encroachment onto what were formerly exposed alluvial deposits or former mudflat areas. The
number of roads has noticeably increased, a modest amount of residential development has
occurred, and the overall age and density of the forest stands appear to have increased. In one
photo, the average width of the roads has increased along with increased numbers of turnouts
and landings. Extensive areas of timber harvest were visible in some areas, along with a high
density of skid trails.
The EPA TMDL notes that the Road Density in the mainstem is approx. 7 mi/mi2 and
Daugherty Creek approx. 6 mi/mi2. These are high road densities and by all accounts in all the
literature are a major factor not considered (calculated in a sediment budget) with the inclusion
of total sediment production estimates from roads skid trails and disturbance from operations.
(this is not consistent with requirements to disclose and estimate outcomes of management
necessary to establish progress towards attainment of water quality standards)
Native surface roads were 83% of the total, followed by rocked roads at 14%,
Approximately 20% of the current loading (78 t/mi2/yr) is allocated to management-associated
nonpoint sources (management-related landsliding, skid-trail surface erosion and road surface
erosion).
Background sources comprise 80% of the load allocation (315t/mi2/yr), including
non-management landsliding, soil creep, and fluvial erosion.
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The TMDL analysis determined that road and skid trail related sediment sources are approx.
18% of the total TMDL allocation and where the reduction target is 70%.
This issue is raised as there is no estimate, number, or calculation of the road and skid trail
potential, or actual, sediment input. The same issues arise in the THP analysis of stream
conditions – where there is some data on current conditions – with no data on baseline conditions
or changes over time - trends.
This scenario is also mimicked in discussion of the pollutant temperature – where there is no data
presented representing baselines, current conditions, or trends.
How could one determine which way things are going? Or – even get an accurate picture of
current conditions and how they fit with habitat needs and progress towards target attainment?
CEQA
CEQA requires full disclosure of conditions in the plan (inclusive of historic and current
watershed conditions), activities to be undertaken, potential impacts of activities, and actions
taken to remedy potential impacts, and a monitoring plan to assure compliance. Due, to the
impaired status of Big River and actions needed to be taken to attain water quality standards –
there must be baseline data and a description of actions that will assure compliance with noted
recovery targets. These items and related discussion and remedies are absent from these THPs.
Conditions as stated in each Plan (what is there and what is not there)
We know that the watercourse conditions in Big River are not meeting water quality standards
(not supporting beneficial uses and not meeting water quality objectives).
The EPA TMDL assigns an amount of pollutant loading (sediment) to roads, skid trails, and
timber harvesting operations (disturbance from timber harvesting – including compaction from
the roads and skid trails + timber operations that leads to increased runoff and peak flows – or
diminished time to peak flow – which indicates increased, and concentrated, hydraulic energy
which causes more failures and sheet and rill erosion.). The studies in Casper Creek (Cafferata
and Reid ) and the literature (Klein et al and other literature) all support this conclusion. Neither
THP includes data that would support necessary determinations, or findings that can support
conclusions that are displayed in the THPs. The failure to include such data and analysis is
inconsistent with what is required by the noted authorities (necessary data would include –
inventories of sediment sources and potential sediment sources, accounting for total sediment
inputs vs remedies applied, stream conditions from baseline to current conditions, and/or changes
in conditions over time). Thus, these THPs fail to supply a full description of the plan
(conditions related to the plan), and there is no way to determine if progress is being made
towards attainment of water quality standards and/or if the mitigations noted in the THPs are
sufficient to move the watercourses towards recovery in any reasonable period of time.
These watercourses appear in no better condition than they were over 20 years ago (when they
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were listed as impaired). There are no demonstrated changes in stream conditions in almost that
same period of time from when the Threatened and Impaired Rules, followed by ASP, were put
in place.
Additionally; NOAA Fisheries states that the T & I rules, and ASP, are not fully protective.
Though, they do say that these rules are an improvement over the standards FPRs.
1-20-00218 MEN, Russell Brook
This THP does note Big River (and tributaries) are listed as impaired (sections 2,3, and 4).
There are point in time monitoring results for some sediment affected conditions included in the
plan. There is an absence of baseline data, or data over time from which trends can be
determined. There are no calculations regarding how much sediment is produced from
operations, disturbance, roads, or the 82 stream crossings and culverts noted in the plan. Roads
are not even mentioned as ongoing or potential sediment sources.
The ECP discussion estimates the removal of 1200 cubic yards of sediment. There is no sediment
budget assessing the potential sediment inputs from the sources noted above. Thus, there can be
no determinations made in regards to compliance with the stated FPRs, Cal Water Code, Basin
Plan non-point source requirements, EPA TMDL targets, and/or CEQA requirements for
disclosure of potential effects of the proposed plan.
The plan discloses no temperature data at all (Note: Temperature is a controllable pollutant).
Section 3 (p. 108) Water Temperature Effects – states that the mitigations in Section 2, #26 are
sufficient, or even beneficial. Section 2, #26 applies the standard ASP management constraints.
There is a statement that the temperature mitigations (standard ASP rules), as applied, may be
beneficial. Again, no temperature data is supplied and there is no justification or valid basis for
this statement.
1-21-0096 Daugherty Creek/Snuffins Creek
The plan does note the watershed is impaired by the pollutant – sediment. The plan fails to note
impairment by the pollutant temperature.
There is some monitoring of stream habitat conditions and sediment substrate conditions.
(current point in time data). There are no baselines provided and no evidence of improving
conditions (over time) – for either pollutant – temperature or sediment.
For the pollutant sediment, there are no calculations of total sediment potential inputs from
operations, roads and skid trails (and other sources) and the quantities of sediment controlled (or
removed) to offset the inputs. The plan notes the construction and reconstruction of 6682 feet of
road (some in areas of existing trails or historic road prism). No number of sediment production
is attached to the road construction/reconstruction. There is no estimate (or calculation, or data
to demonstrate trends) on how sediment production and/or control methods meet EPA TMDL
targets, comply with
Basin Plan non-point source requirements, CEQA disclosure
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requirements. There is a “Finding” that the THP minimizes sediment production by controlling
sources. There is no evidence supplied to support this finding.
This plan fails to note that Big River watershed (and tributaries) are impaired by the pollutant
temperature. There is no temperature data provided at all. The plan includes a “Finding” that
stream buffers (ASP) as provided will set a high level of shade that will moderate temperature
effects. No evidence is provided to support this statement.
Conclusion
These two Timber Harvest Plans can not be approved by the Director until the necessary data
and information are provided in the plan for the informed decision making process and consistent
with the noted authorities.
Alan Levine
For Coast Action Group
Sources:
The sources listed (below) support discussion offered in these comments that roads and skid
trails, timber operations and related disturbance are responsible for significant levels of sediment
production and/or elevated temperature related to impaired conditions in the Big River
watershed.
Applications of Long-Term Watershed Research to Forest Management in California: 50 Years
of Learning from the Casper Creek Experimental Watersheds, 2013 Cafferata and Reid
https://www.fs.fed.us/psw/publications/reid/psw_2013_reid001_cafferata.pdf

Big River Total Maximum Daily Load for Sediment - EPA Region 9, 2001
https://19january2017snapshot.epa.gov/www3/region9/water/tmdl/big/bigfinaltmdl.pdf

Road Sediment Production and Delivery: Processes and Management
Lee H. MacDonald (Colorado State University, USA) ____ Drew B.R. Coe (Redding,
California, USA)
https://ucanr.edu/sites/forestry/files/138028.pdf

A Method for Measuring Sediment Production from Forest Roads, Keith Kahklen
https://www.fs.fed.us/pnw/pubs/pnw_rn529.pdf
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California Nonpoint Source Policy (Overview, Implementation Plan, links to management
measures, etc).
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/nps/plans_policies.html

California 2020 – 2025 Nonpoint Source Program Implementation Plan

https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/nps/docs/plans_policies/NPS%202
020-25%20Accessible%20MH%203.9.21.pdf
Logging and turbidity in the coastal watersheds of northern California, Klein et al, 2011

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.730.8559&rep=rep1&type=pdf

Letter(s): National Marine Fisheries to the Board of Forestry 2009,2006 commenting on
Threatened and Impaired Rules and Anadromous Salmonid Protection Rules (attached)

23 CCR § 2915
§ 2915. Policy for the Implementation and Enforcement of the Nonpoint Source Pollution
Control Program.
On May 20, 2004, the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) adopted Resolution No
2004-0030, adopting the Policy for the Implementation and Enforcement of the Nonpoint Source
Pollution Control Program(NPS Implementation Policy) in accordance with California Water
Code section 13369.
A nonpoint source (NPS) pollution control implementation program is a program developed to
comply with SWRCB or RWQCB waste discharge requirements (WDRs), waivers of WDRs, or
basin plan prohibitions. The policy provides a framework for developing NPS pollution control
programs throughout the state. NPS pollution control programs may be developed by the
SWRCB, a RWQCB or a third-party entity. The policy defines “third-party entities” as entities
that are not actual dischargers under RWQCB/SWRCB permitting authority.
All NPS pollution control programs endorsed or approved by a RWQCB as sufficient to meet
RWQCB obligations to protect water quality are required, at a minimum, to meet the
requirements of the following key elements, thus providing consistent program requirements
throughout the state.
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1. A NPS control implementation program's purpose must be explicitly stated, and must be
designed to achieve and maintain water quality objectives and beneficial uses, including any
applicable antidegradation requirements.
2. The NPS program shall include a description of the management practices to be implemented
and the process to ensure and verify proper implementation.
3. Where a RWQCB determines time is necessary to achieve water quality requirements, a time
schedule and corresponding quantifiable milestones to measure progress are required.
4. Feedback mechanisms must be included in the implementation program so that the RWQCB,
dischargers and the public can determine whether the program is achieving its stated purpose(s),
or if additional or other actions are required.
5. In addition, each RWQCB shall make clear, in advance, the potential consequences for failure
to achieve a program's stated purposes and make clear that any enforcement action that needs to
be taken will be taken against individual dischargers, not the third parties.
Investigation, identification, and enforcement of NPS discharger noncompliance with State water
quality control laws, regulations, policies and plans shall be consistent with the requirements of
the State Water Resources Control Board Water Quality Enforcement Policy (Title 23, California
Code of Regulations section 2910).
HISTORY
1. New section summarizing “Policy for Implementation and Enforcement of the Nonpoint
Source Pollution Control Program,” Resolution No. 2004-0030 adopted 5-20-2004 by the State
Water Resources Control Board; approved by OAL and effective 8-26-2004 pursuant to
Government Code section 11353; filed 8-26-2004 (Register 2004, No. 35).
This database is current through 7/9/21 Register 2021, No. 28
23 CCR § 2915, 23 CA ADC § 2915
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UNIT, ER, RPF, CalT
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

21PC-000000 569

1-20-00218-MEN

(1st Form Letter rec'd)

Chad Swimmer <cswimmr@gmail.com>
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 1:22 PM
Santa Rosa Public Comment@CALFIRE
Public comment on THP 1-20-00218-MEN “Russell Brook”

See attached list of commenters

Warning: this message is from an external user and should be treated with caution.

Dear CAL FIRE Santa Rosa Review Team,
I am writing to submit public comments on THP 1-20-00218-MEN “Russell Brook”. Please consider these
comments and respond in writing to all points raised herein. The Russell Brook THP would seriously negatively
impact the environment and requires more environmental review before it can be approved.
First, the THP proposes to conduct selection harvesting within Class 1 and large class 2 WLPZs. According to
MRC’s option A, there are strict prerequisites that must be met before any such harvesting in these zones can
occur. The necessary trigger for the selection harvest in Class 1 and Class 2 WLPZs is a total conifer basal area
of >260 square feet for both trees greater than and less than 16 inches diameter. (MRC Option A, Attachment A,
P. 30). MRC has not met its burden of demonstrating that the stands it intends to harvest within Class 1 WLPZs
and Large Class 2 WLPZ meet these criteria. This is evidenced by the fact that the THP does not describe the
stand description for the selection area. Without that information, the THP cannot reliably determine the extent
of the environmental impact or whether MRC is complying with its Option A.
Second, the THP has failed to adequately disclose large old trees within the plan area that will be impacted by
harvesting as required by the Forest Practice Rules. We know that these trees exist because they were marked
for prior mitigation but the THP has failed to adequately document them and explain how environmental
impacts to them will be avoided as required by the Forest Practice Rules and CEQA.
Finally, this THP proposes to remove a substantial amount of tanoak without conducting sufficient
environmental review of the consequences. First, nowhere does the THP address how the ongoing sudden oak
death epidemic will interact with the removal proposed in this THP. Second, the THP fails to explain why MRC
should be permitted to violate Mendocino County Measure V by utilizing the technique known as hack and
squirt to leave dead standing trees to become fire hazards. CAL FIRE should not approve a THP that blatantly
intends to violate county law.
For these reasons, more environmental review is necessary to ensure that environmental impacts are adequately
addressed and mitigated before approval can move forward. Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Chad Swimmer
16315 Old Caspar Railroad
Fort Bragg, CA 95437

RECEIVED
SEP 14 2021
COAST AREA OFFICE
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
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cat_lessley@yahoo.com
enfys72@gmail.com
cswimmr@gmail.com
charlene@woodynet.net
chamerstad@aol.com
chasmcsweeney@yahoo.com
charlinec@humboldt1.com
renatacoury@hughes.net
cheryl40978@aol.com
cheyennerubio711@gmail.com
astrohoops@aol.com
chris_withrow@hotmail.com
christinamburress@gmail.com
cdoyka47@gmail.com
dodges.unlimited.inc@gmail.com
christywagners@gmail.com
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9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/17/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/14/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/19/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
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91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135

NAME
Chuck Gould
Cindy Belleau
Cindy Kuttner
Claire Boley
Claire Perricelli
Clara Balingit
Cliff Kuhn-Lloyd
Connie Lindgren
craig clark
Crystal Wolf
Daisy M
dale riehart
Daniel Begrer
Daniel Chandler
Dan Mayhew
Daphne Martin
David Beard
David Beaulieu
David Burtis
David Rosenstein
David Wiley
Dawn Posh
Debra Leschyn
Debra Sally
Deidra Smith
denia tsiriba
Denise Leonardi
Denise Lytle
Dennis Ledden
Derek Gendvil
Devin Dougherty
Devon Billings
Diana Bohn
Diana Willliams
Diane Clouse
Diane Heckman
Diane Kent
Dini Schipper
Dino Lucas
Dobby Sommer
Dogan Ozkan
Donna Thompson
Donna Warshaw
Doro Reeves
Douglas Wheeler

1-20-00218-MEN
FORM LETTER COMMENT SUBMITTERS
EMAIL
dblbarg@gmail.com
belleaucindy@yahoo.com
cynthiakuttner@gmail.com
claire.uoregon@gmail.com
ceperr@sbcglobal.net
balingitclara@gmail.com
cliffkuhnlloyd@gmail.com
scubapiratesurfer@rocketmail.com
cclark2854@gmail.com
cawolf79@gmail.com
d.o.monroy@gmail.com
dale@daleriehart.com
bergerenterprise@gmail.com
dwchandl@gmail.com
drmayhew@comcast.net
southfork@finestplanet.com
majipoorsbeard@gmail.com
dbeaulieu50@icloud.com
dbsorbit@earthlink.net
drosey36@gmail.com
the_kenosha_kid@yahoo.com
ms.dawnposh@gmail.com
dleschyn@gmail.com
enviracat1@gmail.com
theperfectsolution@yahoo.com
konstabal@yahoo.gr
leonardidenise@yahoo.com
centauress6@live.com
lcs5779@gmail.com
dgendvil@gmail.com
devind99@hotmail.com
devon750@gmail.com
nicca@igc.org
dwilliams3880@aol.com
bingo258@comcast.net
newt.pond@gmail.com
jdkent@aol.com
dini.schipper@casema.nl
s-sage@sonic.net
dobbyonearth@hotmail.com
barisicindogan@gmail.com
kitacoastdonna@charter.net
dlwarshaw@gmail.com
satanslefthand@gmail.com
wheelerde@gmail.com
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9/15/2021
9/17/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
11/29/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/30/2021
9/15/2021
11/29/2021
9/15/2021
9/17/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/27/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
10/6/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/19/2021
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136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180

NAME
Drew Kessler
Dylan Sommer
Ed Oberweiser
Eileen Jennis-Sauppe
Eileen Mitro
Elaine Becker
Elaine Fischer
Eleanor Dowson
Eliot Tigerlily
Eliott Dalla
Ellen Franzen
Ellen Hall
Ellen Horstman
Elsy Shallman
Emily-Ann Hopkins
Eric Hulteen
Erica Fielder
Erif Thunen
Erin Rowe
Ernst Mecke
Ess Hartley
Estellise Gabrielle
Eva Herzer
fay forman
Felicia Rice
Fhyre Phoenix
francescsa ciancutti
Francis Mangels
Francois De La Giroday
Frank Letton
Freya Harris
gabrielle ward
Gary Bailey
George F Klipfel II
Geraldine West
Gladys Bransford
Gloria Picchetti
Grant Olin
Greg Movsesyan
Gudrun Dennis
harmony sloan
Harry Blumenthal
Hayley Connors-Keith
Heather Cross
Heidi ahlstrand

1-20-00218-MEN
FORM LETTER COMMENT SUBMITTERS
EMAIL
Drew.kessler88@gmail.com
dsommer12@icloud.com
marbury.1947@gmail.com
pigeonpoint1@att.net
emitro9@icloud.com
elainebecker@yahoo.com
efischer@workmail.com
eleanordowson@comcast.net
eliot@organicgrace.com
eli.k.dalla@gmail.com
ellen_franzen@yahoo.com
ellenbh@sbcglobal.net
EURYALE@AOL.COM
gomerlu11@gmail.com
emilyannhopkins2540@gmail.com
eric@hulteen.com
efielder@mcn.org
erif@saber.net
babeonblades@gmail.com
ernstmecke@yahoo.com
lefttoast58@yahoo.com
suoress@gmail.com
eva@igc.org
fayf355@yahoo.com
frice@movingpartspress.com
fhyrephoenix@gmail.com
cesca@mcn.org
bioguy0311@sbcglobal.net
mandf2@sbcglobal.net
frank@whitethornconstruction.com
cyberkedi@hotmail.com
gabrielle.lostcoast@gmail.com
tigergary@earthlink.net
gklipfel@msn.com
westgeri@comcast.net
gladdy@earthlink.net
picchetti707@sbcglobal.net
grant_olin35@yahoo.com
gregmovsesyan@gmail.com
gdennis2@cox.net
harmonysloan@icloud.com
hryblumen@suddenlink.net
hfc4@humboldt.edu
trashwoman@hotmail.com
ironrancher@yahoo.com
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9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
10/6/2021
9/26/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/23/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/25/2021
9/16/2021
9/17/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/22/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/16/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
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181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225

NAME
Helen Briner
Helen Sizemore
Holly Carter
Holly Ferretta
Holly Tannen
Ian Henry
Ildiko Cziglenyi
Isabel Cervera
Isabel Lopez
Isabella Piga
Isabelle DeMarco
Isabelle Kanz
Izzi Otillio
jh
JP
J.T. Smith
Jack Kinnear
Jacquelyn Cisper
James Allen
James Feichtl
James Klein
James Lansing
James lennon
James Maurer
James R Monroe
James Stevenson-Fryer
Jamie Fox
Jan Modjeski
Jan Stickle
Jane Hartford
Janet Aguilar
janet forman
Janet Gilbert
Jaremy Lynch
Jasmine Crumrine
Jason Courtis
Jean Marquardt*
Jean Standard
Jeffrey Kline
Jeffrey Stone
Jen Stone
Jennifer Green
Jennifer Hayes
Jennifer Pritchard
Jennifer Sellers

1-20-00218-MEN
FORM LETTER COMMENT SUBMITTERS
EMAIL
hbriner@sostrinlaw.com
helensize@gmail.com
hollysparklebuns@gmail.com
hfpointhouse@gmail.com
htannen@mcn.org
ihenrypersonal@gmail.com
isledecoco@hotmail.com
isabellacer@hotmail.com
isabellopez240@yahoo.com
sweetflowerbella@aol.com
isabelledem522@gmail.com
izziekanz@gmail.com
imo28@humboldt.edu
kimgroom@hotmail.com
toriswift89@gmail.com
ace910046sca1@hotmail.com
jack@jdkinnear.com
paintblues@gmail.com
jallen422@gmail.com
kkidguy@gmail.com
jeklein64@yahoo.com
jlansing@pacbell.net
jaslennon@sbcglobal.net
coolstuf45@sbcglobal.net
randy@monroescienceed.com
threelittlebirdsedu@gmail.com
eejfox2015@gmail.com
jangenem@sccoast.net
jjstickle@comcast.net
jehartford9@gmail.com
jveseyaguilar@gmail.com
giselle351@gmail.com
jgilbertcarr@gmail.com
jpl92077@comcast.net
jasminelottie6093@gmail.com
jason@jasoncourtis.com
jeanmarquardt@gmail.com
therealjeanstandard@gmail.com
kline.jb@gmail.com
stonepitts2@gmail.com
jks@hushmail.me
jennstarr21@yahoo.com
xandysmom@aol.com
mpritch735@aol.com
buckingham72@hotmail.com
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9/21/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/19/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/21/2021
9/17/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/17/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/18/2021
9/19/2021
9/30/2021
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226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270

NAME
Jeri Fergus
JERRY MARTIEN
jesse williams
Jessica Curl Rose
Jessica George
Jessica Heiden
Jessie Bunkley
Jewell Batway
Jillian Fiedor
Jim Finn
Jim Miller
Jl Angell
Joan Walker
Joann Koch
Joe Hiney
John Essman
John Kegler
John Kirchner
John Martinez
JOHN MAYBURY
John Oda
John Walton
Jon Spitz
Jonathan Rousell
Jörg Gaiser
Josef Grosch
Joseph Alvarado
Joseph Zanetell
Joyce Coe
Joyce Overton
Joyce Sortland
Judith Hazelton
Judy Rees
Julia Deasley
Julie Smith
Justin Whitman
KR
K Rice
Karen and Jeff Hay
Karen Isa
Karen Maki
Karen Olsen
Karin Anderson
Karla Devine
Kate Kenner

1-20-00218-MEN
FORM LETTER COMMENT SUBMITTERS
EMAIL
jeri.fergus@gmail.com
jerrymartien@gmail.com
arqwing@yahoo.com
jessicacurlrose@gmail.com
jessvg90@gmail.com
jlhiowa2@yahoo.com
jessie.bunkley@protonmail.com
yougotjewell@yahoo.com
jfiedor19@hotmail.com
fsgarden1@gmail.com
jmillerent@msn.com
jangell@earthlink.net
jmabwalker@yahoo.com
jmjkla@yahoo.com
joehiney5@gmail.com
essman.john@yahoo.com
dank51@icloud.com
train462@aol.com
inmart70@sbcglobal.net
mayburrito@goofbuster.com
jandjoda@aol.com
jwtqn@sonic.net
plantbased.js@gmail.com
jrousell@gmail.com
joerggaiser@gmx.net
jgrosch@gmail.com
jwalimited@gmail.com
baccibo@gmail.com
joyc875@hotmail.com
doverton19@verizon.net
joysortland@hotmail.com
pheralicious@yahoo.com
judrees@hotmail.com
jamcg-@hotmail.com
raynjulie1048@sbcglobal.net
Justinwhitman25@gmail.com
kos.noemail@neverbox.com
kyradear@gmail.com
jakehay@hotmail.com
karenids01@gmail.com
karenmaki@comcast.net
karebear.olsen@gmail.com
fiddler@highroad.org
kjdevine99@yahoo.com
faunesiegel@gmail.com
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9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/19/2021
9/19/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/24/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/18/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
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271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315

NAME
Kate McClain
Kate Robinson
Katherine Patterson
Kathi Ridgway
Kathy Grissom
Kathy Ruopp
Katrina Child
Katy Pye
Katya Kiseleva
Ken Martin
Kenneth Jones
Kermit Cuff
Kim Bancroft
Kimberl Goldberg
Kimberly Leeds
Kimberly Tays
Kris Blakely
Kristin Lewis
L. D. Pratt
Lacey Levitt
Laina Torres
Lana Woodward
Laura Guttridge
Lauren Schiffman
Laurie Fraker
Lawrence Thompson
Lee Parks
Lena Orlando
Lenore Reeves
les roberts
lesley stansfield
Leslie Campbell
Leslie Smith
Lily Parsons
Lily Woll
Lina Carro
Linda Bescript
Linda Jones
Linda Jordan
Linda Morgan
Linda Perry
Lindsay Merryman
Linelle Diggs
Linze Yarbrough
Lisa Kellman

1-20-00218-MEN
FORM LETTER COMMENT SUBMITTERS
EMAIL
katemcclain1@gmail.com
katerwriter@gmail.com
katpatt1969@gmail.com
ridgkathi43213@msn.com
kghomefree@gmail.com
kathyruopp@cs.com
katchild@hotmail.com
forseaturtles@cs.com
katya.kiseleva4@gmail.com
sunaru8@yahoo.com
friendofilbert@gmail.com
tierno23@yahoo.com
teacherkimb@yahoo.com
kimberlyg707@hotmail.com
kbeat@mac.com
kimkat067@gmail.com
krisblakely1@gmail.com
maryjane713@gmail.com
totemtree@hotmail.com
laceylevitt@gmail.com
lainskytorres@gmail.com
lanawoodward@rocketmail.com
nofur63@hotmail.com
crackmagazine@hotmail.com
ljfraker@hotmail.com
thompson14ster@gmail.com
leelooparks@gmail.com
orlando077@gmail.com
lerves@gmail.com
hobo17pollie@gmail.com
lesleys460@gmail.com
mendotile@gmail.com
tangelt@live.com
raintreebeads@gmail.com
lilywoll@gmail.com
lina.carro@humboldt.edu
sadie8882@gmail.com
catslady3@verizon.net
sandcastles1414@gmail.com
redwoodbird@aol.com
lindapea@mcn.org
lindsay.merryman@gmail.com
lbisagno5@gmail.com
linzeyarbrough@gmail.com
Lisa Kellman
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10/6/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/19/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
11/4/2021
9/15/2021
9/25/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
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316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360

NAME
Logan Sadler
Lois Canright
Loren Fennell
Lorenz Steininger
Lori Jirak
Lori Kegler
lorraine foster
Louise Lieb
Lourdes Best
Luke Aronie
Lynette Ridder
lynn matarelli
Lynne Preston
m kincer
Magaly Léger
Mal Gaff
manuel carreras
Marc Kiefer
Marco Pardi
Marcy Gordon
Margaret Guhde
margaret lohr
Mari Dominguez
Maria Trombetta
Maria Ziaja
Marie Garabedian
Marie Jones
Marie McKenzie
Marie Michl
Marie Wakefield
Mariel Morison
Marijane POULTON
marion amber
Marion Hadden
Maris Bennett
Marjan Moghaddam
Marjorie Angelo
Mark Bie
Mark Bowery
Mark Canright
Mark Canright
Mark Giese
Mark Hollinrake
Mark Kennedy
Mark Reback

1-20-00218-MEN
FORM LETTER COMMENT SUBMITTERS
EMAIL
logdog990@gmail.com
rebeccanrig@gmail.com
loren.fennell@gmail.com
schreibdemstein@posteo.de
lorih@mcn.org
lori.kegler@gmail.com
lorraine@spiretech.com
brewcats@sonic.net
lourdesloves@yahoo.com
luke.aronie@gmail.com
captain_nerful@yahoo.com
lam3036@me.com
bluelynne@sbcglobal.net
mkincer@live.com
magaly.leger@gmail.com
malgaff@gmail.com
boricua108@gmail.com
marckiefer@comcast.net
mpardi@aol.com
mgordon@pipeline.com
margi@mcn.org
sweepyzero@yahoo.com
tweetymrsl@aol.com
maritrombetta@yahoo.com
wolfwarrior16@outlook.com
illuminateyourevent@gmail.com
marie@mariejonesconsulting.com
mariemckenzie27@gmail.com
loveapeke@yahoo.com
wakefieldm_2000@yahoo.com
mkomorison@yahoo.com
marijanep@hotmail.com
marioninamber@gmail.com
mhts155@gmail.com
stuckinthe60s@sbcglobal.net
mmoghaddam@health.ucsd.edu
joliecoeur@bellsouth.net
mbiropm@gmail.com
bowery@mcn.org
rchorse11@aol.com
rebeccagroovypeace@gmail.com
m.mk@juno.com
mark.hollinrake@ntlworld.com
coldcreekinn@gmail.com
mark@consumerwatchdog.org
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9/21/2021
9/17/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/18/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/17/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
10/6/2021
9/16/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
10/6/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
10/6/2021
9/16/2021
9/21/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
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361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405

NAME
Marko Pavlovic
Marsha Lowry
Martin Brockway
Martin Horwitz
Martin Marcus
Marty Bostic
mary casabona
Mary Dederer
Mary Johannsen
Maryann Staron
MaryAnne Glazar
Matthew Reid
Maureen O'Neal
maureen roche
mauricio carvajal
Mclean Denny
meave o'connor
Melanie Kasek
Melinda Bailey
Melinda Roddick
Melisa Hickman
Melissa Evask
Melissa Rigney
Melissa Stansberry
Mercedes Lackey
Meryl Pinque
Michael Frazier
Michael LeClair
Michael White
Michele Villeneuve
Michelle Bruton
Mike Evans
Miller Robinson
Milva DeLuca
Myriam Bois
Nance Becker
Nancy Chismar
Nancy Gardner
Natalie Abeja
Natalie Alexander
Nathan Hinsley
Nathan Vogel
Nicholas Pinette
P.S. Padula
Pablo Bobe

1-20-00218-MEN
FORM LETTER COMMENT SUBMITTERS
EMAIL
vatropav@protonmail.com
ms.marsha-v-l@comcast.net
beentaken59@gmail.com
martin7ahorwitz@yahoo.com
abba_eama@yahoo.com
sbost23@hotmail.com
m.goodhouse@yahoo.com
maryde@pacbell.net
moonrubytuesday@yahoo.com
mammy2700@comcast.net
maryanneglazar48@gmail.com
matt.reid@att.net
momoneal77@gmail.com
enhanceress1@frontier.com
carvaggro666@hotmail.com
mdenny55@gmail.com
meave13@earthlink.net
kasekm@gmail.com
mjbailey100@gmail.com
roddickltd@gmail.com
melixhickman@gmail.com
henrykruger@suddenlink.net
melonhater@gmail.com
roseiswilder1@gmail.com
helloelsie@gmail.com
merylpinque@gmail.com
mrf80134@comcast.net
herr.leclair@gmail.com
white837@aol.com
mvilleneuve44@hotmail.com
mishabruton@yahoo.com
lammascot@gmail.com
millerrobinson@ymail.com
avlim@aol.com
myrboi@gmail.com
nance.becker@comcast.net
nanlc999@optonline.net
gardner@mcn.org
nataliabeja@gmail.com
n4nettly@hotmail.com
nathanraehinsley@gmail.com
doctorspook@hotmail.com
nicholasoffshore@gmail.com
lateday@att.net
pablomartinbobe@hotmail.com
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9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/19/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/17/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/19/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
10/2/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/17/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
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406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450

NAME
Paige Harrison
Pamela Cahill
Paola Scodellari
Patricia Browne
Patricia Nazzaro
Patricia Vineski
Patricia Weaver
Patrick Carr
Paul Kalka
Paul Lufkin
Peter Lee
Petra Bingham
Petra Jaerling
Philip Ratcliff
Piper Winkler
Prasadini Gross
Raleigh koritz
Raleigh Koritz
Ralph Penfield
Randy Harrison
Rebecca Barrymore
Rebecca Canright
Rebecca Canright
Rebecca Spindler
regula hess
Remington Gack
Rena Kay
Renata Coury
Rene Voss
Rhonda O'Kane
Richard Bailey
Richard Kite
Richard Schmidt
Richard Stern
Richard Zoah-Henderson
Ro Lozano
robert cobb
Robert Love
robert mitch
Robin Applegarth
robin morton
Robyn Frandemo
Robyn Reichert
Roger Pritchard
RON S.

1-20-00218-MEN
FORM LETTER COMMENT SUBMITTERS
EMAIL
namastepj@me.com
northcoastpam@gmail.com
p.scodellari@alice.it
patricia.browne@gmail.com
pasn201@yahoo.com
vineskipatricia@gmail.com
p.weaver365@gmail.com
nedlud432@gmail.com
pgkzo@yahoo.com
plufkin@gmail.com
peterboothlee@hotmail.com
pbbingham92@gmail.com
pjaerling@yahoo.de
skazz999w@hotmail.com
piper.winkler123@gmail.com
prasadinigross@gmail.com
tabbykat728@q.com
tabbykat7285@outlook.com
RPBorrego@aol.com
ran6711@comcast.net
rebecca.barrymore@gmail.com
rebeccagroovypeace@gmail.com
rchorse11@aol.com
rjspindler@sbcglobal.net
regula.hess@wanadoo.fr
gackremington@gmail.com
renakay647@gmail.com
renatacoury@hughes.net
renepvoss@gmail.com
riverhome56@gmail.com
westgeri@comcast.net
coloneledamvc@aol.com
slobuild@yahoo.com
rsisyh@yahoo.com
rmzh@suddenlink.net
robrozo24@gmail.com
cobbking11@aol.com
bowrdr2@yahoo.com
robertmitch@yahoo.com
Robin.applegarth@gmail.com
robinthedeadhead@hotmail.com
robynfrandemo@gmail.com
scooteacha@aol.com
roger.pritchard@mindspring.com
dianneandron@earthlink.net
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9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/20/2021
9/15/2021
9/18/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/26/2021
10/6/2021
9/15/2021
9/23/2021
9/25/2021
9/17/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/21/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/17/2021
9/16/2021
9/19/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
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451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
482
483
484
485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495

NAME
Ronald Thompson
Ronald Warren
Roslyn Satten
roth woods
Rudy Ramp
Russell Burke
Ruth Clifford
Ruth Griffiths
Sakina Bush
Sam Niver
Sam Samuels
Sam Tew
Samuel Martin
Sandra Materi
Sandra Morey
sandy kavoyianni
Sara Graziosa
Sarah Brooks
Sarah Hunt
Sarah Stewart
Sathya Moodley
sau tsang
Scott Gibson
Scott Kravitz
Scottrose Ireland
Sharon Blume
Sharyn Dreyer
Sherrie Althouse
Sherrill Futrell
Shirley Washburn
Silvana Villarreal
Silvia Bertano
Spencer Lennad
Spencer Rico
Stacey Rohrbaugh
Stephen Jessen
Steve Clouse
Steve Ongerth
Steve S
sue harrington
Sue Schümmer
Summer Key
Susan Larkin
SUSAN NUTTER
Susan Ponchot

1-20-00218-MEN
FORM LETTER COMMENT SUBMITTERS
EMAIL
kitacoastron@charter.net
ronw@imageiv.com
roz@mcn.org
roth.woods@emich.edu
rampturn@tidepool.com
russellburke@comcast.net
ruthcliff@aol.com
ruthgriffiths1@yahoo.co.uk
sakina@mcn.org
sammnivrr@yahoo.com
scotty1575@gmail.com
sam.tew16@gmail.com
samuelyorikmartin@gmail.com
materi44@bresnan.net
sandi.morey@gmail.com
sankavo1@hotmail.com
saragraz@hotmail.com
sarahbv72@gmail.com
swoodard914@gmail.com
sarahbstewart@yahoo.com
sathyamoodley58@gmail.com
peachie104@gmail.com
gizzy4477@yahoo.com
oaklandis@hotmail.com
hellobugguts@yahoo.com
grindingrock@mac.com
sharynestelle@gmail.com
sherandj@comcast.net
safutrel@ad3.ucdavis.edu
shirley@mcn.org
papocha@yahoo.com
silvia.bertano@comune.torino.it
spencerlennard@gmail.com
spencerrico7@gmail.com
buteosr@yahoo.com
stephenedwardjessen@gmail.com
sclou@comcast.net
intexileiww@gmail.com
washingtonstevesmith@yahoo.com
csueh1@gmail.com
suestar_120@msn.com
summerliana@icloud.com
salalbion@mcn.org
SANUTTER@MCN.ORG
susanponchot@aol.com
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9/16/2021
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9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
10/6/2021
9/16/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/24/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/16/2021
9/16/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/17/2021
9/21/2021
9/15/2021
9/17/2021
9/18/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
9/15/2021
10/2/2021
9/23/2021
9/16/2021
9/21/2021
9/16/2021
9/19/2021
9/15/2021
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496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537

NAME
Susan Thurairatnam
susan werner
Susannah Gelbart
Sylvia Gilmour
Tami Palacky
Tanya Smart
Tara Miller
Tate Waller
Ted Fishman
Teri Smith
Terrie Williams
Terrisa Tran
Theo Bindels
Theo Burgess
Theo Rosenstein
Thomas Ervin
Thomas Jelen
thomas moore
Tina Colafranceschi
Tom Jara
Tom McBride
Tom Tamplin
Tom Weisend
Toni Wolfson
Tracy Cole
Trisha Lotus
Twyla Meyer
Ursula Schilg
Valeriya Efimova
Vernon Batty
Verónica B.
Veronica Casey
Veronica Stevenson
Vic Bostock
Vicki Perizzolo
Vin Bury
Virginie Bonett Boisseranc
viviane vanbuggenhout
Wally Sykes
Whitney Watters
William Callahan
Zed Langston

1-20-00218-MEN
FORM LETTER COMMENT SUBMITTERS
EMAIL
suz10250@aol.com
swerner9@aol.com
gelbartsusannah@yahoo.com
sylvan@mcn.org
tpalacky@gmail.com
tanya.smart@comcast.net
Tarasheamiller@gmail.com
htatewaller@gmail.com
ted10000@hotmail.com
tsmith@sonic.net
yarddawg_1@att.net
terrisa.tt@gmail.com
theodorebindels@gmail.com
tryuee@gmail.com
theorsnstn@gmail.com
thomas.ervin@comcast.net
taj138ps@yahoo.com
basil_1954@hotmail.com
fzypkbunnyslprs@gmail.com
tcjara@protonmail.com
tmcbride@sonic.net
tomtamplin@gmail.com
riverman255@suddenlink.net
hummingdeer@yahoo.com
r1tbeach@aol.com
trishaleeshade@gmail.com
tmmacc15@aol.com
ursulaschilg@live.de
viy46@yahoo.com
aussiedogweb@gmail.com
fadavero@gmail.com
tvcasey@mcn.org
oneluvmendo@gmail.com
care4animals@hotmail.co.uk
victoria_perizzolo@sbcglobal.net
flexyoudiamond@gmail.com
virginiebonett@gmail.com
vanbugvivi@icloud.com
wally_sykes2000@yahoo.com
sugaree01@aol.com
tamalpais@comcast.net
zedlangston@gmail.com
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UNIT, ER, RPF, CalT
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
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Ho Yin Au <hello@hoyinau.com>
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 11:50 AM
Santa Rosa Public Comment@CALFIRE
Public comment on THP 1-20-00218-MEN “Russell Brook”

Warning: this message is from an external user and should be treated with caution.

Dear CAL FIRE Santa Rosa Review Team,
To whom this may concern,
I'm writing in opposition to THP 1-20-00218-MEN. We should preserve our redwood forests for us to enjoy
now, and for our future generations to enjoy later. I live in New England, where most of its forests were cleared
back in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries for timber. The resulting erosion and ecological
damage clogged up and polluted streams and caused massive floods. Logging activity led to wildfires that burnt
much of the Pemigewasset Wilderness and beyond.
When hiking in that part of the world, "There used to be trees that soared into the skies with trunks so thick that
you couldn't wrap your arms around them," was a recurring thought (and mantra amongst hiking guides). Let us
not repeat the mistakes of our past. Preserve forests for all of us to enjoy now, and for all of our children and
grandchildren to enjoy in the future, so that they're not left wondering what they looked like before they were
logged.
In addition, with recent events exacerbated by climate change, I should not have to remind CalFire that
wildfires have increased in size and intensity, extreme flooding have become more frequent, and extremely
droughts have led to costly life-saving measures such as trucking water in Mendocino County. It is now more
crucial than ever to ensure we have enough forests to help sequester carbon and retain water. We shouldn't
contribute to more destruction of our ecological system. Our economy depends on it. Our species's survival
depends on it.
Lastly, these are lands that have cultural significance to the Pomo people. The logging of old growth trees will
contribute to the diminishment and devastation of their sacred and spiritual sites.
I also would like add my support to the reasons against the THP put forth by the Environmental Protection
Information Center here: https://epic.salsalabs.org/actionalertrussellbrookthp/index.html
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Ho Yin Au
Malden, MA

RECEIVED

Sincerely,
Ho Yin Au
710 Main St Apt 2
Malden, MA 02148

SEP 15 2021
COAST AREA OFFICE
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
1

UNIT, ER, RPF, CalT
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:
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Santa Rosa Review Team@CALFIRE
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 10:16 AM
Santa Rosa Public Comment@CALFIRE
FW: Public Comments re THP 1-20-00218-MEN
Russell Brook Final Comments.pdf

From: Matt Simmons [mailto:matt@wildcalifornia.org]
Sent: Tuesday, September 21, 2021 10:04 AM
To: Santa Rosa Review Team@CALFIRE <SantaRosaReviewTeam@fire.ca.gov>
Cc: jacob@frmforestry.com; Tom Wheeler <tom@wildcalifornia.org>; Justin Augustine
<jaugustine@biologicaldiversity.org>; Linda Perkins <lperkins@mcn.org>; SClub MEN Chair Mary Walsh
<bella@mcn.org>; Hutchins, Adam@Wildlife <Adam.Hutchins@wildlife.ca.gov>
Subject: Public Comments re THP 1‐20‐00218‐MEN

Warning: this message is from an external user and should be treated with caution.

Dear Santa Rosa Review Team,
Please see the attached comments regarding THP 1-20-00218-MEN "Russell Brook"
submitted by EPIC, the Mendocino Group of the Sierra Club, and Center for Biological
Diversity.
We appreciate your consideration of these comments in your decision whether to
approve this THP.
Sincerely,
-Matthew Simmons
Pronouns: he/him/his
Staff Attorney
Environmental Protection Information Center
145 G Street Suite A
Arcata, CA 95521
Cell: (310) 666 8912
matt@wildcalifornia.org
www.wildcalifornia.org
Licensed in California

RECEIVED

Privileged and Confidential Communication

SEP 21 2021
COAST AREA OFFICE
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
1
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RECEIVED
SEP 21 2021
To: CalFire Santa Rosa Review Team

COAST AREA OFFICE
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

From: Environmental protection Information Center, Mendocino Group of the Sierra Club, &
Center for Biological Diversity
Date: 9/21/2021
Re: Russell Brook Timber Harvest Plan 1-20-00218-MEN
Dear Cal Fire Santa Rosa Review Team,
On behalf of the Environmental Protection Information Center, the Mendocino Group of the
Sierra Club, and the Center for Biological Diversity (collectively “conservation organizations”),
please accept these comments on THP 1-20-00218-MEN “Russell Brook”. These comments are
in addition to EPIC’s comments submitted on March 8 th, 2021. The THP preparation and
approval process is the functional equivalent of the preparation of an environmental impact
report (EIR) contemplated by CEQA.1 The purpose of a THP is “to identify the proposed harvest
plan, provide public and governmental decisionmakers with detailed information on the project's
likely effect on the environment, describe ways of minimizing any significant impacts, point out
mitigation measures, and identify any alternatives that are less environmentally destructive.” 2
CAL FIRE’s approval of timber operations is subject to CEQA’s standard of judicial review. 3 “If
an EIR fails to include relevant information and precludes informed decision-making and public
participation, the goals of CEQA are thwarted and a prejudicial abuse of discretion has
occurred.”4 The conservation organizations are concerned about several issues which have not
been adequately addressed within the THP and which we believe constitute prejudicial abuses of
discretion.
I.

Hardwood Removal Will Have a Negative Environmental Impact That Has Not Been
Adequately Considered

1

Environmental Protection Information Center, Inc. v. Johnson, 170 Cal. App. 3d 604, 61, (1985).
County of Santa Cruz v. State Bd. of Forestry, 64 Cal.App.4th 826, 830, (1998).
3
Cal. Pub. Res. Code §§ 21168, 21168.5; Sierra Club v. State Bd. of Forestry, 876 P.2d 505, 7 Cal. 4th 1215 (1994).
4
Save Our Peninsula Committee v. Monterey County Board of Supervisors, 87 Cal.App.4th 99,
128 (2001)
2

1

The conservation organizations are concerned that this Timber Harvest Plan, which calls for
substantial removal of tanoak and other hardwoods, would produce significant environmental
impacts and would violate Measure V, a local nuisance ordinance that prohibits the practice.
The THP states that “Tanoak under 24” DBH are proposed for treatment within the Variable
Retention Units, Rehab Unit, and portions of the Group selection units.” 5 In the Rehab and
Variable retention units, “except where marked with an “O”, “W”, or “L”… hardwoods shall be
harvested or controlled.”6 The purpose of this is to “reduce tanoak site occupancy to historical
levels.” Control methods will include hack and squirt. 7 The hack and squirt method involves
making a series of small cuts into the bark of the tree followed by filling those cuts with
herbicide. With access to the interior of the tree, the herbicide is able to kill the tree quickly and
leaves a dead tree standing. The trees are left standing in order to reduce the work required to
treat them as well as to maintain canopy cover. The types of herbicide which have been used in
the past include glyphosate, imazapyr, and triclopyr. Imazapyr is banned in Europe except for
essential use. Glyphosate is heavily regulated and sometimes outright banned around the world.
As discussed below, the proposed “hack and squirt” hardwood removal contained in this THP
both is likely to produce significant effects and violates local nuisance law. Accordingly,
CALFIRE must reject this THP.
a. Hardwood Removal will Produce Significant Unstudied Environmental Effects
The THP envisions the killing of a large number of the hardwoods in the THP area. 8 Doing so
will have a sweeping negative impact on the coast redwood ecosystem because hardwoods
provide fundamental habitat and nutrition to coast redwood ecosystems. This is particularly
concerning because the invasive disease Sudden Oak Death (SOD) is currently decimating
hardwood populations throughout California. Despite the ecosystem benefits provided by
hardwoods and the current SOD epidemic, the THP fails to actually consider the environmental
impacts of killing a large number of hardwoods within the THP area. Therefore, CALFIRE must
reject the proposed THP because it both contains misleading information and fails to incorporate
feasible mitigation measures.
i. Hardwoods are a fundamental element of coast redwood ecosystems
Killing a large percentage of the hardwoods in the THP area will have negative effects on local
wildlife as tanoaks are a vital part of the California Coastal ecosystem. A mature tanoak can
produce more than 200 pounds of nuts per year with estimates ranging as high as 1000 pounds
per year for old growth trees.9 Researches have described tanoak as having “ecological impacts
out of proportion to their representation” and as “the principal (or only) nut-producing species”
in the California Coastal ecosystem.10 Their acorns are an irreplaceable food source for mammals
5

Russell Brook THP, sec. 2, p. 13.
Russell Brook THP, sec. 2, p. 18.
7
Russell Brook THP, sec. 2, p. 13.
8
Russell Brook THP, sec. 2, p. 18.
9
Bowcutt, Frederica. The tanoak tree: An environmental history of a Pacific Coast Hardwood. University of
Washington Press, 2015. At p.21
10
McPherson, Brice A., et al. "Sudden oak death in California: disease progression in oaks and tanoaks." Forest
Ecology and Management 213.1-3 (2005): 71-89.
6

2

and birds.11 The following quote from Ramage et al. (2011) exemplifies the importance of
Tanoak to coast redwood wildlife including the northern spotted owl:
Tanoak regularly produces large nutritious acorns that are utilized by many wildlife
species (e.g. bear, deer, and several rodent and bird species), in contrast to redwood’s
unpredictable crops of small and light seeds with limited wildlife value. If tanoak is not
replaced by one or more functionally similar tree species (e.g. a true oak species), its loss
could result in serious cascading impacts. For instance, acorns are a primary food source
for the dusky footed woodrat (Neotoma fuscipes Baird), which is in turn a primary food
source for the northern spotted owl.12
Tanoak also “help to create forests with multi-layered tree canopies favorable to northern spotted
owls.”13 Other predators that prey on tanoak-reliant herbivores include the coyote, the mountain
lion, and the pacific fisher.14
Tanoak roots also support a diverse community of fungi which provide crucial ecological
benefits.15 In coast redwood forests, tanoak is the dominant ectomycorrhizal host. 16 Researchers
have predicted that the current loss of tanoak, due to sudden oak death, will cause a correlational
decline in beneficial ectomycorrhizal fungi which “will likely disrupt the function and structure
of these forests.”17 These fungi allow all woody plants, including redwoods, to gather nutrients
from the soil and their decline will negatively impact the health of the entire ecosystem. 18
Researchers have also recently discovered that Tanoak have their own insect pollination pathway
that certain species of insect may be dependent on. 19 This newly discovered pathway highlights
how much we are still learning about the importance of this species which has been neglected by
researchers until recently.
ii. Deliberate poisoning of hardwoods compounds issues of hardwood loss
associated with Sudden Oak Death
11

IMMEL, D. L. 2006. Plant Guide: tanoak Lithocarpus densiflorus (Hook. & Arn.) Rehd. USDA, NRCS, National
Plant Data Center.
12
Ramage, Benjamin S., Kevin L. O’Hara, and Alison B. Forrestel. "Forest transformation resulting from an exotic
pathogen: regeneration and tanoak mortality in coast redwood stands affected by sudden oak death." Canadian
Journal of Forest Research 41.4 (2011): 763-772.
13
Bowcutt, Frederica. The tanoak tree: An environmental history of a Pacific Coast Hardwood. University of
Washington Press, 2015. At p.14
14
Bowcutt, Frederica. The tanoak tree: An environmental history of a Pacific Coast Hardwood. University of
Washington Press, 2015. At p.14
15
BERGEMANN, S. E. AND M. GARBELOTTO. 2006. High diversity of fungi recovered from the roots of mature
tanoak (Lithocarpus densiflorus) in northern California. Canadian Journal of Botany 84:1380–1394.
16
Bergemann, S. E., and M. Garbelotto. "High diversity of fungi recovered from the roots of mature tanoak
(Lithocarpus densiflorus) in northern California." Botany 84.9 (2006): 1380-1394.
17
Bergemann, Sarah E., et al. "Implications of tanoak decline in forests impacted by Phytophthora ramorum:
girdling decreases the soil hyphal abundance of ectomycorrhizal fungi associated with Notholithocarpus
densiflorus." Madroño 60.2 (2013): 95-106.
18
Molina, Randy. “The Role Mycorrhizal Symbioses in the Health of Giant Redwoods and Other Forest
Ecosystems.” USDA Forest Service Gen. Tech. Rep. PSW-151. 1994
19
Wright, Jessica W., and Richard S. Dodd. "Could tanoak mortality affect insect biodiversity? Evidence for insect
pollination in tanoaks." Madroño 60.2 (2013): 87-94.
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The death of a mature tanoak due to Sudden Oak Death (SOD) in California was first recorded in
1994. SOD is caused by the invasive pathogen Phytophthora ramorum which obstructs plant
xylem cells and reduces water supply until eventually killing the host. The disease causes
mature tanoaks to develop cankers which bleed profusely before the tree eventually dies off.
Tanoak is incredibly susceptible to SOD with death usually occurring 2-8 years after infection.
Since its emergence, the disease has killed tens of millions of trees in California forests and has
reached epidemic proportions. The most recent estimate is that “38.94 million tanoak stems
[have been] killed [by SOD] since the outbreak emerged.”
Researchers have raised the alarm about the effect of SOD induced Tanoak decline on Coastal
Redwood ecosystems. Ramage et al (2010) found that “[c]urrent research indicates drastic
declines in tanoak populations and mounting evidence (e.g., field studies, genetic resistance
trials, disease progression models) suggests that SOD could eventually drive tanoak toward
extinction in redwood forests.” Those same researchers predict that because “tanoak is
extremely valuable as a food source to numerous wildlife species . . . its decline could have
major impacts on redwood forest communities.” The effects of hack and squirt are very similar
to the effects of SOD, in fact, researchers have used hack and squirt to simulate the effects of
SOD.
The THP states that “there are no visible signs [of SOD] within the THP area.” 20 Mendocino
county is currently considered “at high risk for widespread P. ramorum infection.”21 If it is true
that there is currently no SOD within the THP area, it is one of a quickly diminishing number of
places in California where SOD does not severely threaten tanoak. Other THPs in Mendocino
County have begun to forego the use of herbicide on hardwoods because SOD has had such a
devastating effect on hardwoods within their plan areas. 22 As this disease continues to spread
through the county, areas without infection will become more and more rare. Nevertheless, the
THP fails to account for the potential compounded impact of killing tanoaks in an area that is
susceptible to SOD. By not considering the compounded impacts of SOD and hack n’ squirt on
tanoaks, the THP has failed to analyze important information that will have a profound effect on
the ecosystem within the THP area and the surrounding area.
The conservation organizations are further concerned that the THP does not contain sufficient
safeguards to protect the area against SOD transmission. SOD can be spread by equipment or
workers entering a new area after previously working in an area infected by SOD. 23 While the
THP does contain provisions for preventing the spread of SOD out of the THP area, it does not
currently contain any provisions for preventing the spread of SOD into the THP area. Best
Management Practices for preventing the spread of SOD during forestry have been developed by
California’s Sudden Oak Death Taskforce.24 These include inspecting and sanitizing equipment
vehicles before they enter a new area and making sure workers are sanitizing their boots before
20
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entering a new area. We believe that such precautions are both sensible and necessary
particularly given the fact that the project intends to decimate the tanoak population. The THP is
incomplete without these additional mitigation measures.
The THP fails to take the threat of hardwood loss seriously. The cumulative impacts assessment
states that the widespread killing of hardwoods is not a significant impact on wildlife. However,
the cumulative impacts assessment has failed to account for the impacts of SOD on the overall
availability of tanoak at a landscape level. This is despite the fact that the THP is in an area
designated as a Zone of Infestation for SOD. Given that current research suggests that tanoak is
already seriously threatened in Redwood forests due to SOD, the assumption that wildlife
dependent on hardwoods will simply be able to find a different place to live is unsupported. 25
Moreover, the cumulative impacts assessment is deeply flawed because it fails to consider how
killing a large number of hardwoods within the context of a forest already struggling with the
SOD epidemic will produce a cumulative negative impact to the ecosystem. By not considering
how a devastating epidemic has reduced and will reduce the availability of this important food
source and then proposing to exacerbate that problem, the THP fails to conduct the necessary
environmental review.
iii. CAL FIRE must reject the proposed THP
CALFIRE must reject the proposed THP as it is incomplete and misleading and therefore the
conclusions contained within cannot be supported.
First, the THP is materially incomplete and contains misleading information that thereby
undermines the fundamental conclusion that the proposed activity would not result in significant
environmental effects.26 As demonstrated above, the THP fails to consider both the important
role that tanoaks play in coastal redwood ecosystems as well as the effects of the proposed
activity together with the ongoing and foreseeable impacts of sudden oak death. Forest Practice
Rule 898.2(c) requires the director to disapprove a THP that is “incorrect, incomplete or
misleading in a material way, or is insufficient to evaluate significant environmental effects”.
Second, the THP fails to incorporate feasible mitigation measures to prevent the spread of SOD.
Forest Practice rules 919.4, states “[w]here significant adverse impacts to non-listed species are
identified, the RPF and Director shall incorporate feasible practices to reduce Impacts as
described in 14 CCR 898.” There are many non-listed species which will be significantly
impacted by the loss of tanoak within the THP area. The THP’s proposed killing of tanoak is
adding to an already existing epidemic of tanoak death and its cumulative impact will be far
greater than its individual impact. Forest Practice Rule 898.1(c)(1) requires the Director to reject
THPs that “[d]o not incorporate feasible silvicultural systems, operating methods and procedures
25
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that will substantially lessen significant adverse Impacts on the environment.” The conservation
organizations believe that prohibiting the use of hack and squirt to kill tanoak is a feasible
mitigation measure necessary to prevent significant adverse impacts to non-listed species.
b. MRC’s Use Of Hack And Squirt Will Create A Public Nuisance Under
Mendocino County Law And, Therefore, The THP Should Not Be Approved
The THP as written intends to use the hack and squirt method on a large number of hardwoods
throughout the THP area. Out of concern about the potential fire hazard associated with hack and
squirt, the voters of Mendocino County passed Measure V in 2016. The Measure made it a
public nuisance under the Mendocino County Code to kill and leave standing trees greater in
height than five meters for more than 90 days. Mendocino’s ordinance is not preempted by the
Forest Practice Act or the Timber Production Act and therefore the RPF should have to comply
with it. Moreover, CALFIRE cannot approve a THP that violates Mendocino’s non-preempted
ordinance because to do so would be to approve a significant environmental impact.
i. Mendocino County has declared trees killed and left standing a public
nuisance
In 2016, Mendocino voters passed Measure V also known as the Killed and Standing Trees
Prohibition initiative.27 The purpose of Measure V was to have trees killed by the “hack and
squirt” technique declared a public nuisance under county law because they presented a fire
hazard. The citizens of Mendocino county found in section 8.400.010(B-C) that “[s]ome
industrial owners manage their forest lands by intentionally killing but not downing unwanted
trees” and that “intentionally killed and left standing trees present an extreme fire hazard.” 28
Moreover, in section 8.400.010(D-E) the citizens found “[i[ntentionally killed and left standing
trees can impede rapid suppression of fires” and “[i]ntentionally killed and left standing trees
pose a life safety risk to firefighters.”29 Finally in section 8.400.10(F) the citizens found that
“[i]ntentionally killed and left standing trees endanger the public health and safety of rural
residents.”30
The measure added Chapter 8.400 to Title 8 of the Mendocino County Code which defined
“trees greater in height than five meters, intentionally killed and left standing for more than 90
days (except those created for the benefit of wildlife habitat) [as] a public nuisance.” 31 The party
responsible is liable for any resulting damage if the tree is (1) within 1000 meters of roads,
telecommunication infrastructure, electrical infrastructure, or a significant water source, (2)
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within 1000 meters of a structure, or (3) within a CAL FIRE state responsibility area. 32
Mendocino has every right to enact such an ordinance under its broad police powers. 33
ii. Mendocino’s Ordinance is not preempted by the Forest Practice Act or the
Timberland Productivity Act
The California Constitution provides general authority for a local government to “make and
enforce within its limits all local, police, sanitary, and other ordinances and regulations not in
conflict with general laws.”34 If a local ordinance conflicts with a general law it is preempted. 35
A conflict exists if the local regulation ‘duplicates, contradicts, or enters an area fully occupied
by state law (either expressly or by legislative implication)”. 36 According to the California
Supreme Court in Deukmejian “[p]reemption by implication of legislative intent may not be
found when the Legislature has expressed its intent to permit local regulations” and “it should
not be found when the statutory scheme recognizes local regulations.” 37
1. The Forest Practice Act preserves local regulation of nuisances and
therefore does not preempt Mendocino’s ordinance
With regards to preemption, The Forest Practice Act (FPA) provides in Public Recourses Code
(PRC) 4516.5(d) “[e]xcept as provided in subdivision (e) 38, individual counties shall not
otherwise regulate the conduct of timber operations, as defined by this chapter 39, or require the
issuance of any permit or license for those operations. 40 This displays a general desire by the
legislature for the FPA to preempt local control of the conduct of timber operations. However,
The Forest Practice Act also contains a savings clause located in PRC 4514. The clause states in
full:
32
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This chapter or a ruling, requirement, or policy of the board is not a limitation on
the following:
(a) On the power of a city or county or city and county to declare, prohibit, and
abate nuisances.
(b) On the power of the Attorney General, at the request of the board, or upon his
or her own motion, to bring an action in the name of the people of the State of
California to enjoin pollution or nuisance.
(c) On the power of a state agency in the enforcement or administration of the law
that it is specifically authorized or required to enforce or administer.
(d) On the right of a person to maintain at any time an appropriate action for relief
against a private nuisance as defined in Part 3 (commencing with Section 3479) of
Division 4 of the Civil Code or for any other private relief. 41
This clause has been interpreted by the Supreme Court of California twice. In both cases,
the Court found that the clause acted to negate the preemptive effect of PRC 4516(d).
In Big Creek Lumber v City of Santa Cruz, the city passed a local ordinance which limited the
parcels on which helicopter operations associated with timber harvesting could occur. 42 Big
Creek Lumber challenged the ordinance on the grounds that the power of the city to pass such an
ordinance had been preempted by the FPA. The court upheld the ordinance based in part on the
fact that the ordinance did not directly regulate the conduct of a timber operation but rather the
location where a timber operation could occur.43 Because of this the court held “the helicopter
ordinance is preempted neither expressly by section 4516.5(d) nor impliedly by general state
forestry law”.44 The court then continued “[i]n the case of the helicopter ordinance, which [Santa
Cruz] County apparently enacted to address citizens' fears created by helicopters transporting
multi-ton logs by air over or near their neighborhoods, and citizen concerns with throbbing and
unbearable noise, th[is] conclusion is buttressed by the fact that both the FPA and the TPA
expressly contemplate the survival of localities' power to abate nuisances endangering public
health or safety.”45 The court specifically cited the language in PRC 4514(a) that “[t]his chapter
or a ruling, requirement, or policy of the board is not a limitation … on the power of a city or
county or city and county to declare, prohibit, and abate nuisances." 46
Similarly, in Pacific Lumber Co. v State Water Res. Control Bd., Pacific Lumber argued that the
FPA preempted the State Water Resources Control board from regulating timber harvesting. 47
The Supreme Court of California looked to section 4514(c) of the FPA which provides that
“[t]his chapter or a ruling, requirement, or policy of the board is not a limitation on… the power
41
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of any state agency in the enforcement or administration of any provision of law which it is
specifically authorized or required to enforce or administer.” The court held that “[i]n light of the
Forest Practice Act’s express disclaimer of any interference with agency responsibilities[i.e.
4514(c)], and the absence of any irreconcilable conflict between the savings clause and other
provisions of the Forest Practice Act, we cannot accept Pacific Lumber’s argument.” 48 The court
determined that section 4514(c) was “fatal to Pacific Lumber’s argument” because no implicit
preemption can exist when an act has an express savings clause designed to limit it’s preemptive
effect.
Given the reasoning in Big Creek Lumber and Pacific Lumber it is clear that the FPA does not
preempt Mendocino’s power to regulate public nuisances. When the Legislature chooses to enact
a savings clause such as PRC 4514 that preserves local control over vital local concerns, it is
important for State Agencies implementing the law to respect that fact.
2. The Timberland Productivity Act preserves local regulation of
nuisances which endanger public safety and therefore does not
preempt Mendocino’s ordinance
The California Timberland Productivity Act (TPA) in Government Code (GOV) section
51115.5(a) states “[n]otwithstanding any other provision of law, timber operations conducted
within a timber production zone pursuant to the provisions of the Z'berg-Nejedly Forest Practice
Act of 1973 (Chapter 8 (commencing with Section 4511) of Division 4 of the Public Resources
Code) shall not constitute a nuisance, private or public.” This is immediately followed by GOV
51115.5(b) which carves out the following exception “[t]his section is not applicable with respect
to any timber operation which endangers public health or public safety.” 51115.5(b) acts as a
savings clause which expressly limits the TPA’s preemptive effect on nuisances.
In Big Creek Lumber v City of Santa Cruz, the Supreme Court of California addressed this
section with regards to the helicopter ordinance discussed above. The court’s test to determine if
the ordinance fell within the GOV 51115.5(b) savings clause involved assessing the purpose for
which the ordinance was passed. The court stated that it was clear that because the ordinance was
enacted to “address citizens' fears created by helicopters transporting multi-ton logs by air over
or near their neighborhoods” that it fell within the scope of the endangers public safety exception
of GOV 51115.5(b) and was not barred by GOV 51115.5(a). Even the dissent in that case
conceded that “[i]t might be the case that the County can defend its helicopter ordinance under a
nuisance theory.”
Like the helicopter ordinance in Big Creek Lumber, Measure V was passed to “address citizens’
fears” about a hazard created by timber operations. The citizens of Mendocino county found in
section 8.400.010(B-C) = that “[s]ome industrial owners manage their forest lands by
intentionally killing but not downing unwanted trees” and that “intentionally killed and left
standing trees present an extreme fire hazard.” 49 Moreover, in section 8.400.010(D-E) the
48
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citizens found “Intentionally killed and left standing trees can impede rapid suppression of fires”
and “Intentionally killed and left standing trees pose a life safety risk to firefighters.” 50 Finally in
section 8.400.10(F) the citizens found that “Intentionally killed and left standing trees endanger
the public health and safety of rural residents.” 51
Because Measure V creates a public nuisance in order to protect public safety and the purpose of
GOV 51115.5(b) is to preserve local regulation of public nuisances that threaten public safety, it
is apparent that Measure V is not preempted by the TPA. This interpretation was endorsed by
Mendocino’s Office of the County Counsel in a letter to Mendocino Redwood Company
regarding Measure V.52 The Office stated that “[o]n it’s face, [Measure V] would appear to fall
within the scope of the local authority the legislature intended to preserve with the savings clause
contained in Government Code Section 51115.5(b).53
iii. CALFIRE cannot approve a THP that will violate Measure V because to
do so would be to approve a significant adverse environmental impact
The Forest Practice Rules indicate that this THP is flawed because it does not seriously consider
the environmental effects of creating a public nuisance by using the hack and squirt method.
Forest Practice Rule 898.1(c) states “[i]n reviewing plans, the Director shall disapprove all plans
which: Do not incorporate feasible silvicultural systems, operating methods and procedures that
will substantially lessen significant adverse impacts on the environment.” 54 The Forest Practice
Rules define a “Significant Adverse Impact” on the Environment as a “substantial, or potentially
substantial, adverse change in any of the physical conditions within the area affected by the
project including land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna, ambient noise, and objects of historic or
aesthetic significance.”55 Despite the fact that Mendocino voters have declared killed and left
standing trees a public nuisance as a matter of law, the THP does not seriously contend with the
environmental impact of this practice. The citizens of Mendocino have found, and passed into
law, multiple reasons why killed and left standing trees substantially negatively impact the
environment. Despite this, the THP only focuses on the assumed positive implications of the use
of hack and squirt and does not consider the potential fire and safety hazards caused by this
practice.
Moreover, Forest Practice Rule 898.2(c) states “[t]he Director shall disapprove a plan as not
conforming to the Rules of the Board if any one of the following conditions exist: There is
evidence that the information contained in the plan is incorrect, incomplete or misleading in a
material way, or is insufficient to evaluate significant environmental effects.” 56 The fact that this
THP fails to contend with Mendocino’s ordinance misleads the reviewer because it fails to
50
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mention that the THP allows MRC to violate Mendocino’s ordinance. Creating a public nuisance
that endangers health and safety by creating a fire hazard ought to qualify as an adverse
environmental impact. Yet, the THP materially misleads the reader by failing to contend with
MRC’s intention to create a public nuisance. This makes the THP insufficient to evaluate a
significant environmental effect, namely the creation of a public nuisance.
For the foregoing reasons, CAL FIRE must not approve the proposed THP.
II.

WLPZ Selection Cut

The THP proposes to conduct 72 acres of selection logging in the WLPZ. Specifically, the THP
proposes selection logging in the ‘Class 1 Inner Zone’ from 30’ to 100’ from a Class 1
Watercourse.57 The same is proposed for Class II watercourses. 58 Because Russell Brook, the
primary class 1 watercourse within the plan area, is a 303(d) listed watercourse for sedimentation
and temperature, it is of the utmost importance that this plan fully document and account for
adverse sediment and temperature effects caused by logging within the WLPZ.
First, there is a lack of information about this selection cut within the plan. Sec. 2 briefly
describes the plan to conduct selection harvesting within the WLPZ. 59 Cal. Code Regs. §
1034(m)(1) requires that “[t]he Plan shall provide a description of the stand before and after
harvesting including: volume, growth projection, Stocking, and Species composition.” 60 In this
THP, the plan describes the stand description for the group selection, variable retention, and
rehabilitation areas but not the selection area. 61 The plan states : “The areas being managed under
the WLPZ selection are included under the group selection stand. These areas will meet stocking
as described in section II of this THP immediately following operations.” 62 But in section 2,
there is no stand description for the WLPZ cut. 63 Instead, the THP says to see item #26 for that
information for the WLPZ cut.64 But, once we turn to item #26, we are given protection
measures for WLPZs as required by the FPR ASP rules, but no stocking standards. 65 Thus, the
THP fails to include stocking standards for the WLPZ cut. Without this information about the
baseline stand description prior to the harvest, it is impossible for the public and the agency to
fully understand the environmental impact of proposed logging within this sensitive area.
Second, the selection cut goes against MRC’s own stated policies without stating an adequate
reason for doing so. The 2017 Mendocino Redwood Company Management Plan states the
following:
“Another method of protecting key aquatic habitat elements is to limit management
activities within the watercourse protection zone (See policies on following page).
57
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Silviculture activities in these zones are generally restricted to High Retention Selection.
A practical result of MRC’s restrictive streamside policies is that MRC will delay
harvest in most stream zones for the next 10 years.”66
That management plan was written in 2017 and yet in 2021, 4 years later, MRC is already
proposing extensive selection harvesting in this WLPZ.
Mendocino Redwood Company would likely reply that they are relying on their Option A. Page
30 of their Option A contains a table entitled “Silviculture Regimes for Stands of Special
Concerns.”67 Importantly, a stand is defined as “(a discrete geographic unit 30 acres or less) [that
is] the spatial basis for determining if the forest unit meets the trigger conditions for the
Selection, Group Selection, or Alternative Group Selection silvicultures.” 68 For selection
harvesting in class 1 and large class 2 WLPZs, the table states that the necessary trigger for the
selection harvest is a total conifer basal area of >260 square feet for both trees greater than and
less than 16 inches diameter.69 MRC has not met its burden of demonstrating that the stands it
intends to harvest within Class 1 WLPZs and Large Class 2 WLPZ meet these criteria. This is
evidenced by the fact that the THP does not describe the stand description for the selection
area.70 Given that this trigger is clearly meant to be an exacting requirement that severely limits
the instances when MRC can conduct a timber harvest in these sensitive areas, it would be
irresponsible to permit a THP that proposes to harvest in these areas without first describing the
pre harvest stand density for each individual stand. If MRC were to harvest without
demonstrating adequate stand density within these WLPZ stands, they would be violating their
own Option A and thus also the Forest Practice Rules.
One of the reasons that timber harvests within the WLPZ are discouraged is that removing shade
over watercourses can raise stream temperatures to an extent that is harmful to aquatic life. This
is particularly important in Northern California’s Anadromous Salmonid Protection (ASP)
watersheds which are home to California’s endangered salmonid species. And is doubly
important in watersheds that are listed as 303(d) temperature impaired such as Russell Brook.
Past THPs within the plan area have specifically avoided harvesting within the WLPZ because of
these temperature impacts. Most recently, THP 1-07-007 stated: “To ensure retention of shade
canopy, filter strip properties and the maintenance of wildlife values and to protect water
temperature, filter strip properties, upslope stability, and fish and wildlife values WLPZs are not
proposed for harvest.”71 The current THP has not met its burden of demonstrating why
harvesting within the WLPZ now will not result in significant environmental harm. These same
values that were protected by previous decisions not to harvest within the WLPZ are still at risk.
The THP has failed to adequately address or measure the impacts of this harvest. For example,
the THP does not contain adequate analysis of stream temperature, shade coverage, or current
66
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wildlife values for aquatic species. Without this information, the THP can not accurately state
that the harvest will not have a negative impact on these factors of environmental quality. Given
the sensitive nature of water quality and aquatic habitat, it is not reasonable for MRC to move
forward without this information. As such, CAL FIRE must not approve this THP as currently
written.
III.

Old Growth/Large Old Trees Within the Plan Area and Surrounding Screen Trees
a. Cutting the mitigation

This THP area contains multiple large, old trees that were previously not harvested in other
timber harvest plans in order to avoid the significant impacts the logging of these trees would
have caused.72. CAL FIRE should not approve a THP that permits cutting of trees that were
previously protected in order to avoid significant impacts, especially when, as here, no
meaningful statement is provided in the THP to explain why the cutting of these same trees now
would somehow not lead to significant impacts. These large old trees that were protected
previously have only gotten larger and older in the years since the previous THP and therefore
their loss would again cause significant impacts and yet the THP does not address that fact.
CDFW addressed this issue as well in their comment #4 where the wildlife agency noted that
large old trees had previously been retained:
CDFW observed numerous large old trees identified with a faded blue “W” with
evidence of decadence or “over maturity” such as deep-furrowed or plated bark,
epicormic branching, reiterating limbs, damaged tops, larger diameter limbs, burn
scars, basal hollows, and conk. The “W” is a wildlife tree mark for residual old
growth trees retained during the last THP that overlapped Unit 9A (Unit 2 under
1-04-107 MEN).
CDFW also explained why such trees are of extreme value to wildlife and hence why there loss
(even of one of them) is significant:
Residual old growth trees provide valuable habitat to wildlife that provide
“lifeboats” for species re-establishing in regenerating stands (Mazurek and
Zielinski – 2004, and Franklin et al – 2000). Structural enrichment through
maintaining and protecting large old trees enhances structural complexity and
biological connectivity while younger- surrounding stands re-generate and
recruitment trees develop characteristics valuable to the persistence of wildlife.
CDFW also described the importance of screen trees and how previously such trees had been
retained in order to avoid harm to large old trees:
The prior THP included mitigations for potential significant impacts to old growth
trees from transition silviculture by retaining screen trees adjacent to the old
growth trees. Trees to be retained as screen trees are defined in 1-04-107 MEN as
72
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the following: “The screen trees will be immediately adjacent trees or trees which
are close enough to influence the growth and form of the retained old growth tree.
These may have intermingling crowns or crowns which if left to grow will
eventually intermingle with the retained old growth crown. For redwoods, trees
with shared root systems (i.e., crown sprouts) indicate suitable candidates for
screen trees.
CDFW also explained that procedurally, “impacts to ‘large old trees’ even when considering a
single tree or a small stand should be disclosed and addressed,” whereas the THP “does not
accurately disclose and address the potential significant impacts to large old trees and mitigating
screen trees retained under 1-04-107 MEN.”
In short, unless and until the THP identifies and discloses all large old trees and potential impacts
to them (such as the logging of associated screen trees), the THP is deficient for failing to
disclose information necessary to discern the THP’s potential for significant impacts. If the THP
intends to retain all large old trees and associated screen trees, then that must be explicitly stated
to avoid any misunderstanding.
CDFW further emphasized their concerns during second review, stating the following:
The THP omits clear-enough disclosure of old growth densities and definable
standards for mitigation for CDFW to evaluate potential impacts to wildlife trees,
large old trees, old growth trees, and their know (sic), attendant wildlife that could
be impacted by THP 1-20-00218-MEN, “Russell Brook”. For example the current
THP overlaps similar, justified, and approved mitigations for these elements and
wildlife included in and affected by past THPs in the past 20 years.
It is unacceptable that the THP currently does not accurately disclose impacts to large old trees. 73
Failing to adequately disclose and consider the import of the presence of old growth trees is
inconsistent with the FPA and CEQA. CAL FIRE Assistant Deputy Director, Mr. Duane
Shintaku on March 2, 2005, wrote a memo (attached hereto and incorporated herein) in which he
recognizes the potential biological, cultural, historical and aesthetic value or significance of
stands of large old trees, as well as some individual specimens. The memorandum states that
potential significant adverse impacts pertaining to large old trees must be adequately disclosed,
evaluated, and mitigated within the context of the existing FPRs, California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA), and the California Endangered Species Act (CESA) and extends this
assessment to individual large old trees and small stands of large old trees less than 20 acres in
size.
The current THP has not met the burden of demonstrating by substantial evidence that this
project will not cause adverse impacts by harvesting trees that were previously not harvested as
mitigation. In fact, the RPF’s comments that many of the trees that were previously marked with
a W may still be harvested indicates that they are actively intending to harvest trees that were
previously spared to avoid significant impacts. It is unacceptable for this THP to potentially
73

Duane Shintaku, Disclosure, evaluation and protection of large old trees, March 2, 2005
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harvest trees that were saved from an earlier plan as mitigation. The reason is very simple. If
trees that can live up to 2,500 years are retained as mitigation for one plan and then are harvested
as part of another plan less than 20 years later, then no such mitigation would ever be
meaningful.
The RPF has responded to a similar comment by CDFW during first and second review by
stating that these past mitigations were the result of a “planning agreement for the preparation of
an NCCP and HCP as well as part of a SORP. Those measures were provided in part to mitigate
for other operational planning flexibilities allowed by the planning agreement and SORP such as
continuing operations, one year survey coverage, and the protection of only the three most recent
activity centers. That planning agreement is no longer valid and the SORP was terminated by
USFWS. Therefore, MRC does not agree with the recommendation.” 74This explanation is not
satisfactory. Those mitigations were specifically detailed in prior timber harvest plans. Given the
fact that those plans were approved in part because of the mitigations contained within them, it is
not reasonable for MRC to propose cutting those same mitigations 17 years later. Otherwise,
foresters could write plans that permitted considerable environmental damage by mitigating that
damage elsewhere and then just wait a few years to harvest the mitigation. For mitigation of
harm to an ecosystem that contains trees that live thousands of years to be meaningful, it must
last far longer than 17 years.
b. Even Ignoring the Previous THP, Large Old Must Be Protected under the Forest
Practice Rules and CEQA
According to the Duane Shintaku Large Old Trees Memo, “disclosure of potential significant
adverse impacts pertaining to large old trees is required, even in those situations involving a
single tree or small stand of trees less than 20 acres in size (i.e. does not meet the minimum stand
acreage for Late Succession Forest Stands per 14 CCR § 895.1).” 75 The memorandum goes on to
say: “During Plan preparation, the RPF should identify large old trees and stands of trees having
significant or unique characteristics and those activities or operations having the potential to
affect such trees, resulting in significant adverse impacts on the environment.” 76 Disclosure may
be required regardless of meeting the 20-acre stand size associate with a Late Succession Forest
Stand.77
In this case, there are trees within the plan area which we know meet the standard of large old
trees because they were previously specifically selected as mitigation because of those attributes
within prior THPs. Despite this, the RPF has failed to adequately identify the locations of these
trees or the negative environmental impacts of harvesting screen trees nearby to them.
74

Russell Brook THP 2nd review RPF response to comments
Duane Shintaku, Disclosure, evaluation and protection of large old trees, March 2, 2005
76
Id.
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14 CCR 895.1, Definitions
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In THP 1-04-107-MEN, which was located within the same footprint as this plan, the RPF stated
the following regarding screen trees around remnant old growth:
“Based on the cruise data, the stand averages approximately 3 old growth trees per acre.
None of these trees will be harvested. They will further be protected retaining all screen
trees adjacent to them. The screen trees will be immediately adjacent trees or trees which
are close enough to influence the growth and form of the retained old growth tree. These
may have intermingling crowns or crowns which if left to grow will eventually
intermingle with the retained old growth crown. For redwoods, trees with shared root
systems (Le. crown sprouts) indicate suitable candidates for screen trees.” 78
The THP further clarified that “generally it's been MRC practice to maintain screen trees around
retained old growth trees. Where they exist, screening trees are generally maintained to provide
additional cover.”79 The plan specifically states “[s]ingle old growth trees as defined by MRC
(definitions found in Section II) are also proposed for retention with screen trees.” 80 Screen trees
were also maintained for the benefit of raptors within the plan area such as sharp shinned hawk
and cooper’s hawk.81 The RPF has failed to explain why these measures, which were necessary
to prevent environmental harm within the same plan area in 2004, are no longer necessary. All of
the factors that necessitated the retention of screen trees in 2004 are still present in the plan area.
As such, the RPF should amend the THP to indicate that screen trees around remnant old growth
and large old trees will be retained or explain why this measure is no longer necessary to prevent
a negative environmental impact.
IV.

Lack of Botanical Surveys

The THP currently states that a botanical survey will be conducted and amended to the plan a
minimum of 5 days before operations begin. 82 Therefore, the results of these surveys will not be
available until after the public comment period has ended, the interagency review has concluded,
and the THP has already been approved. This clearly violates CEQA and therefore should not be
approved under a THP which is meant to be a “functionally equivalent document” to an EIR. 83
a. Deferring surveys should not be permitted because it stifles interagency review
The Forest Practice Act requires that CAL FIRE establish interdisciplinary review teams in order
to evaluate timber operations. The FPA mandates that CDFW have a representative on the
78

THP 1-04-107-MEN p. 44
THP 1-04-107, p.22
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THP 1-04-107, p.72
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THP 1-04-107, p.69
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1-20-00218-MEN p. 68
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Sierra Club v. State Bd. of Forestry, 7 Cal. 4th 1215, 30 (1994); Pub. Rec. Code § 21080.5(a), (d), (e)
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interdisciplinary review team. The review team’s function “shall be to assist the Director in
determining if Plans are in conformance with Board Rules and to evaluate the potential
environmental impacts of Timber Operations.” Review team members have the option to file a
non-concurrence for a plan explaining that environmental resources are not being adequately
protected. The Director, when making the decision whether to approve a THP, is charged “to
consider recommendations and mitigation measures of other agencies” and “to respond in
writing to the issues raised”. In doing so, “[t]he Director shall insure that an interdisciplinary
review team has had an opportunity to review each Plan.”84 CAL FIRE’s practice of conducting
surveys after a THP has been approved and amending them into the plan violates these
requirements.
The Forest Practice Rules make clear that CDFW is meant to consult with CAL FIRE during the
decision making process, not after it is concluded. The reason for this is obvious: Consultation is
meant to influence the Director’s Decision. That’s why the Director is required to “review and
consider the recommendations made on each Plan by the interdisciplinary review team before
determining if the Plan conforms to the Rules of the Board.” But, if the plan has already been
approved long before the surveys have been conducted, there is no opportunity for that
consultation to occur. Having already approved the plan, any consultation that does occur is
merely a courtesy on CAL FIRE’s part. And, if CAL FIRE feels strongly that they would not like
to hear CDFW’s input on a survey, they can choose not to request it. In many cases, this can lead
to CDFW being unable to fulfill its obligations as a member of the review team and as the state
agency tasked with managing California’s fish, wildlife, and plant resources.
This dynamic obfuscates the entire purpose of the Forest Practice Act and CEQA. These laws are
meant to ensure that forest managers, in this case CAL FIRE, are subject to environmental
review before a THP is approved. The drafters of the Forest Practice Act determined that
substantive environmental review required an interdisciplinary review team to provide
recommendations and consultation with regards to each Timber Harvest Plan. CAL FIRE should
not be permitted to evade that review simply by scheduling surveys for a time period after the
Director’s Decision. While surveys do need to be conducted at certain times of the year in order
to be effective, there is nothing preventing CAL FIRE from conducting those surveys prior to the
Director’s Decision. Doing so would ensure that all agencies tasked with reviewing Timber
Harvest Plans have a fair opportunity to provide recommendations and consultation with regards
to these proposed discretionary actions. Having taken their advice into consideration, the
Director could then approve THPs in accordance with the Forest Practice Act. In this case,
approval of this THP should be delayed until surveys can be conducted and CDFW has an
opportunity review the results and consult with CAL FIRE about them.
b. Delaying Surveys should not be allowed because it stifles public participation

84
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The other victim of CAL FIRE’s decision to conduct surveys after the Director’s decision is
public participation. The Forest Practice Act and CEQA both require an opportunity for public
participation and comment prior to a decision being made with regards to a discretionary project
such as a Timber Harvest Plan. The Forest Practice Act mandates a public comment period
wherein the public can submit comments in writing. When making a decision regarding whether
to approve a THP, “The Director shall consider all written comments regarding the Plan.” 85 This
mandate ensures that the thoughts of the public are taken into account when THPs are being
approved.
Likewise, CEQA requires an opportunity for public comment on discretionary projects. One of
the key purposes of CEQA and the THP process is to allow the public to comment on proposed
plans before they are approved with the information necessary to make informed comments. In
order for that public comment to be meaningful, it must be received at a point in the planning
process where “genuine flexibility remains.”86 Sundstrom v. County of Mendocino explains:
In Bozung v. Local Agency Formation Com., supra, 13 Cal.3d 263, 282, the Supreme
Court approved "the principle that the environmental impact should be assessed as early
as possible in government planning." Environmental problems should be considered at a
point in the planning process "'where genuine flexibility remains.'" (Mount Sutro Defense
Committee v. Regents of University of California, supra, 77 Cal.App.3d 20, 34.) A study
conducted after approval of a project will inevitably have a diminished influence on
decisionmaking. Even if the study is subject to administrative approval, it is analogous to
the sort of post hoc rationalization of agency actions that has been repeatedly condemned
in decisions construing CEQA. (Id. at p. 35; No Oil, Inc. v. City of Los Angeles, supra,
13 Cal.3d 68, 81; Environmental Defense Fund, Inc. v. Coastside County Water Dist.
(1972) 27 Cal.App.3d 695, 706 [104 Cal.Rptr. 197].)
By conducting these surveys after the public comment period has closed, CAL FIRE has
foreclosed the possibility of the public commenting on their results. Surveys can provide
valuable information about the location of sensitive species. It’s also difficult, if not impossible,
to analyze the feasibility and effectiveness of mitigation measures without assessing them side
by side with survey data. But the public has no opportunity to provide insights to CAL FIRE
regarding what measures should be taken in response to that new information. In this case, the
public will have no opportunity to provide public comments or feedback on the results of these
surveys because they will not be available until well after the public comment period has ended.
As such, CAL FIRE should not approve this plan until after the botanical surveys are conducted
and the public as well as CDFW have a chance to review their results.
V.
85
86

Conclusion

Cal. Code Regs., tit. 14 § 1037.4
Mount Sutro Defense Committee v. Regents of University of California, 77 Cal.App.3d 20, 34 (1978).
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EPIC, the Mendocino Group of the Sierra Club, and Center for Biological Diversity urge the
Director to deny this THP. As has been discussed, this THP is replete with inaccurate and
insufficient information and will have a significant negative environmental effect. By not
accurately or meaningfully contemplating the environmental baseline, direct impacts, and
cumulative impacts of this project, the RPF has submitted a THP that does not comply with the
Forest Practice Rules or CEQA. As such, the Director should not approve this THP.
Sincerely,

Matt Simmons, Legal Fellow
Environmental Protection Information Center
145 G Street, Suite A
Arcata, CA 95521
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October 1, 2021
Cal Fire Timber Harvest Review Team
Santa Rosa
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COAST AREA OFFICE
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Comments regarding THP 1-20-00218-MEN (“Russell Brook”)
Dear CAL FIRE:
The Center for Biological Diversity (“Center”) and EPIC submit the following additional
comments.
THPs are subject to the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”), which mandates that
the environmental impacts of a THP be considered and analyzed, and that CAL FIRE “mitigate
or avoid the significant effects on the environment of projects that it carries out or approves
whenever it is feasible to do so.” Pub. Res. Code § 21002.1(b); see also Pub. Res. Code § 21002
(“[It is the] policy of the state that public agencies should not approve projects as proposed if
there are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures which will avoid or substantially
lessen the significant environmental effects of such projects.”).
I.

The THP fails to properly disclose existing conditions, fails to properly disclose
which large old trees will be logged, and fails to demonstrate that mitigation or
avoidance of significant environmental impacts has been achieved

CEQA and the Forest Practice Rules require that CAL FIRE identify, analyze and avoid or
mitigate all potential significant environmental effects of timber operations, including impacts to
large, old trees. See e.g. Sierra Club v. Board of Forestry,7 Cal. 4th 1215, 1228-31 (1994);
Environmental Protection Information Center v. Johnson, 170 Cal. App.3d 604, 615-618 (1985).
That has not yet occurred. CAL FIRE must therefore gather a sufficient amount of information
to conduct such analyses: “The department cannot discharge its obligation to disapprove plans
that do not incorporate feasible measures to reduce the significant adverse effects of the plan on
the environment if it is unable to identify those significant adverse impacts due to a lack of
information.” Sierra Club, 7 Cal. 4th at 1228. Here, information necessary to determine
potentially significant impacts to large old trees has not been disclosed.
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Pages 69 and 69.1 of the THP state that “MRC will not harvest old growth as defined below: 1.
Any redwood tree, 48" dbh and larger, established prior to 1800; 2. Any Douglas-fir tree, 36"
dbh and larger, established prior to 1800; 3. Any tree established prior to 1800 (conifer or
hardwood), regardless of diameter size, with a preponderance of old growth characteristic; 4. In
addition to the above, MRC retains any tree (conifer or hardwood), established prior to 1800, that
cannot be replaced in size or ecological function within 80-130 years, regardless of diameter or
presence of old growth characteristics (generally most applicable to areas of exceptionally low
site, for example, pigmy forest, pigmy transition soil, serpentine soils, site five and shallow
rocky outcroppings).” That is insufficient.
Large old trees can establish after 1800. Moreover, nowhere does the THP disclose which large
old trees were determined to be established prior to, or after, 1800, and consequently it is
impossible for the public to know which trees will in fact be retained or not. In other words, there
may exist large old trees with important wildlife attributes, but which will be logged because
MRC believes the tree established after 1800. We don’t know because MRC has not disclosed
that information. Further, nowhere does the THP disclose which screen trees will or will not be
left unlogged in order to adequately protect the large old trees.
This lack of disclosure is of consequence because, as the record states, “CDFW observed
numerous large old trees [during the PHI]” that contained “evidence of decadence or ‘over
maturity’ such as deep-furrowed or plated bark, epicormic branching, reiterating limbs, damaged
tops, larger diameter limbs, burn scars, basal hollows, and conk.” The THP, however, such as at
pages 69 and 69.1, does not identify these large old trees nor does it disclose what will be done
with each of them (or their associated screen trees) in terms of retention, as nowhere does the
THP discuss how these large old trees meet (or do not meet) the criteria identified on pages 69
and 69.1. Consequently, until that disclosure occurs, and is appropriately discussed and
addressed, the THP fails to comply with CEQA.
For instance, as noted in the record, the RPF stated “that some of the large old trees identified for
retention under the previous THP may be cored to determine their age and old growth status and
determination for retention, even if they meet the MRC old-growth definition under the current
ocular evaluation.” In other words, which large old trees will in fact be retained by MRC is
unknown because MRC might cut large old trees simply based on their arbitrary use of 1800 as a
cutoff or some other arbitrary cutoff (e.g., “the RPF suggested trees currently marked with a “W”
may not warrant protections under the MRC Old Growth Tree definitions if they are less than the
48-inches in diameter at breast height (dbh) for redwood, [or] 36-inches dbh for Douglas fir”
even though redwoods under 48 inches can in fact be a large old tree (see e.g. Mazurek and
Zielinski 2004)). In addition, the 2004 THP retained “screen trees adjacent to the old growth
trees” in order to protect the values associated with large old trees, yet the current THP makes no
effort at all to disclose or address how screen trees will be protected. Thus, the THP does not
appropriately disclose and address the potential significant impacts to large old trees and screen
trees.

2

II.

MRC Is Obligated To Protect Large Old Trees Irrespective of Past Or Current
Policies

Regardless of past or current policies, MRC must avoid significant impacts to large old trees.
Here, because of the severe lack of large old trees in the region and the importance such trees can
play for wildlife, MRC must either retain all such trees or at least clearly explain why any
particular large old tree (or its associated screen trees) can be logged without causing significant
cumulative impacts. Because that has not yet occurred, the THP violates CEQA.
Sincerely,

Justin Augustine
Center for Biological Diversity
1212 Broadway, Suite #800
Oakland, CA 94612
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1-20-00218-MEN

21PC-000000 588

Linda Perkins <lperkins@mcn.org>
Monday, October 4, 2021 12:05 PM
Santa Rosa Public Comment@CALFIRE
Comments on THP 1-20-00218 MEN Russell Brook
Scan_0003.pdf; comments on THP 1-20-00218 MEN Russell Brook.odt

Warning: this message is from an external user and should be treated with caution.
To whom it may concern:
Please add these comments from Linda Perkins on behalf of Albion River Watershed Protection Association/Friends of
Salmon Creek to the file of THP 1‐20‐00218 MEN, Russel Brook.
Also, please add Attachment B (Scan_0003.pdf) as part of my comments to the file of THP 1‐20‐00218 MEN.
Thank you.
Linda Perkins
707‐937‐0903
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OCT 04 2021
COAST AREA OFFICE
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
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Warning: this message is from an external user and should be treated with caution.

Dear CAL FIRE Santa Rosa Review Team,
You should invest in land that doesn't have old growth redwood trees and grow your own trees for the purposes
of logging. Don't take from these animals! The owl in this community will suffer and the tanwood tree you refer
to as a trashtree's healthy population has been lowering; you can't take the healthy ones from the forest! Old
growth redwoods have been through enough with your industry. Have a more dedicated practice so this
ecosystem doesn't suffer!
Sincerely,
Abigail Maguire
1658 Mad River Road
Arcata, CA 95521

RECEIVED
SEP 16 2021
COAST AREA OFFICE
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

1-20-00218-MEN

21PC-000000 594

Justin Augustine <jaugustine@biologicaldiversity.org>
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:54 AM
Santa Rosa Public Comment@CALFIRE
RE: Public Comments re THP 1-20-00218-MEN
CBD EPIC Sierra Club additional comments re russell brook thp.pdf

Warning: this message is from an external user and should be treated with caution.

Here are some additional comments, thanks.
From: Santa Rosa Public Comment@CALFIRE <SantaRosaPublicComment@fire.ca.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, October 13, 2021 1:04 PM
To: Justin Augustine <jaugustine@biologicaldiversity.org>
Subject: RE: Public Comments re THP 1‐20‐00218‐MEN

Hello Justin,
What is a good email address for the Sierra Club?
Thank you,
Traci
From: Justin Augustine [mailto:jaugustine@biologicaldiversity.org]
Sent: Monday, October 4, 2021 2:36 PM
To: Santa Rosa Review Team@CALFIRE <SantaRosaReviewTeam@fire.ca.gov>; Santa Rosa Public Comment@CALFIRE
<SantaRosaPublicComment@fire.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: Public Comments re THP 1‐20‐00218‐MEN

Warning: this message is from an external user and should be treated with caution.

The Sierra Club (Mendocino Group) also joins the comments submitted on October 1.
Thanks,
Justin Augustine

From: Justin Augustine
Sent: Friday, October 1, 2021 4:15 PM
To: SantaRosaReviewTeam@fire.ca.gov <SantaRosaReviewTeam@fire.ca.gov>; santarosapubliccomment@fire.ca.gov
<santarosapubliccomment@fire.ca.gov>
Subject: Public Comments re THP 1‐20‐00218‐MEN

RECEIVED

Please see the attached comments.

OCT 14 2021
COAST AREA OFFICE
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
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October 1, 2021
Cal Fire Timber Harvest Review Team
Santa Rosa
(submitted electronically)
Comments regarding THP 1-20-00218-MEN (“Russell Brook”)
Dear CAL FIRE:
The Center for Biological Diversity, EPIC, and Sierra Club submit the following additional
comments.
Page 71 in the October 6, 2021, response letter states: “Blue W's and L's exist throughout the
harvest area from an existing THP and are not proposed for retention.” This statement further
demonstrates why the THP violates CEQA. No explanation is provided to justify why the large
trees (and associated screen trees) with “[b]lue W's and L's … throughout the harvest area from
an existing THP . . . are not proposed for retention.” Based on the information that is contained
in the record for this THP, these large trees (and associated screen trees) with “[b]lue W's and
L's” must be retained in light of their potential significant value for wildlife. Moreover, nowhere
does the THP address any changes in the environmental baseline that would justify logging these
once protected trees. To harvest trees that were protected in a prior THP within the same
footprint, it must be explained how environmental conditions have changed such that removal is
now acceptable.
Sincerely,

Justin Augustine
Center for Biological Diversity
1212 Broadway, Suite #800
Oakland, CA 94612

RECEIVED
OCT 14 2021
COAST AREA OFFICE
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
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